
Template for Reliability Records

Purpose and effect of using the template

Specific purposes and effects are assumed as follows.

● By adhering to this template, AI Development and Operation staff can reduce the time it takes to apply the Guidelines and apply them efficiently and effectively.

●

● Staff can use this template as evidence for developing AI according to the Guidelines for stakeholders inside and outside the Company.

How to use the template

1 Read the Executive Summary and Chapter 1 of the Guidelines.

2 Check the specific method of application in Chapter 4 of the Guidelines.

3 In the main template, check the procedures in the order from the top along the step number described in column A of 4.2 of the Guidelines, and perform the procedures by checking 

the reference in the Guidelines. Enter the results of measures taken in a blank space in the main template.

4 After the operation starts, perform the quality check and system update in steps 11 through 14, and record the confirmation of the quality after the update in step 9.

*Use the sub-template for confirming the internal quality in steps 7, 13, and 14. The "About sub-template" sheet shows how to use it, 

 while the "Data design" "Data Check" "Learning" "Implementation and Operation," and "Example" sheets show specific templates and examples of entry.

*For entry examples, "Practical Examples," in which this record template is based on actual cases of AI development and operation for each use case, 

  are also available. Consulting these practical examples is advised.

This template is developed to aid the appropriate use of the "Guidelines on Assessment of AI Reliability in the Field of Plant Safety," which contains various pieces of information in actual AI

development and operation.

Key staff, ideas, and processes are recorded at the time of AI development and implementation. This enables staff to understand the situation at the time of development and implementation

when monitoring and updating after the operation starts, and lets them easily confirm unclear points if any.



Template for Reliability Records

Case:

Step Action Summary Guideline Key staff Names of Kay sataff Notes and reference materials Entry Date Review staff
Name of Review

staff
Entry Date Results of review Description

(When conducting SIL

assessment)
Results of SIL assessment

Type of impact considered

(human damage, direct

economic damage only,

including indirect economic

damage)

Severity criteria (I–IV)

Avoidability by human

((1)–(3))

(When conducting SIL

assessment)
Results of SIL assessment

Type of impact considered

(human damage, direct

economic damage only,

including indirect economic

damage)

Severity criteria (I–IV)

Avoidability by human

((1)–(3))

(When conducting SIL

assessment)
Results of SIL assessment

Type of impact considered

(human damage, direct

economic damage only,

including indirect economic

damage)

Severity criteria (I–IV)

Avoidability by human

((1)–(3))

Step 5 sets the level of external quality of an ML component. Each of the quality items set in Step 4 is examined.

“AISL" shall be set for items that correspond to "risk avoidance.” For the setting procedure, please refer to Section 2.2.3

"Setting the level of external quality" (1) "Risk avoidance" of the Guidelines, which describes the flow of examination and the

points to be considered in Procedures (1)-(5).

For "Necessity of SIL assessment," based on the Description in Procedure (1), enter "No" if it is judged that SIL assessment

is not required, and "Yes" if it is judged that SIL assessment is required. Based on the flow, proceed to Procedures (2) and

(3) in the case of "No," and to Procedures (4) and (5) in the case of "Yes."

In the case of "No," set the "Severity of impact" and "Avoidability by humans" according to Procedures (2) and (3).

In the case of "Yes," perform SIL assessment according to Procedure (4), and enter the SIL to be assigned to the ML

component in the "SIL assessment results." If the SIL is "No SIL," set the "Severity of Impact" and "Avoidability by humans"

according to Procedure (5).

With the above considerations, the AISL values can be set. In particular, for "Severity of impact" and "Avoidability by

humans," enter the details of consideration in the "Remarks/Reference" column so that the reason for selection is clear.

For the items that correspond to "Performance," set "AIPL." The procedure for setting the level is explained in Section 2.2.3

"Setting the level of external quality" (2) "Performance" of the Guidelines.

“Severity of the requirements for the level" should be determined according to "Table 2-3: Level setting and assessment

criteria for ‘Performance’" in the Guidelines. For the selection of mandatory, best-effort, or not applicable, enter the details

considered in the "Remarks/Reference" column so that the reason for selection is clear.

"Performance Standard" is not a uniform criteria in the Guidelines, but is set by mutual agreement between the user and

vendor companies. It can be set by calculating backwards from the level of internal quality requirements as a reference for

selecting the performance standard. If the performance standard is set to "High," it will be "AIPL2," and the internal quality

will be required to be "Lv2." After confirming the requirements of internal quality Lv2 in the "Implementation record template

(sub-template)," if it is judged that the ML component should be created at Lv2, the performance level is "High," and if it is

judged that Lv1 is sufficient, the performance level is "Medium" or "Low."

*In describing steps, please refer to the "Practical Examples," where the record template has been prepared based on actual

examples of AI development and operation for each use case.

Step 1 describes the problem to be resolved by the ML based system including ML components and the purpose of its

introduction. The target of reliability assessment in the Guidelines is only the ML components. But in order to set the quality

required for ML components (external quality) later on, it is necessary to set the quality required by users (quality in use) for

the "ML based system" as a premise. For this reason, it is necessary to start describing the purpose of introducing the

system as a whole.

For systems that are not directly related to machine learning, there is no need to mention them here. For example, even if

the corrosion judgment system (using machine learning) and the report writing system (not using machine learning) are

developed as one, the purpose of the system of the latter does not need to be mentioned since it will not be used in making

considerations at a later stage.

Step 2 sets the functional requirements and quality in use of the "ML based system" that includes the ML components. At

this point, refer to the use cases in Chapter 3 of the Guidelines, and if there is a similar case, refer to the example of setting

quality in use and external quality. For example, in the case of prediction and diagnosis of abnormality, it is possible to grasp

the "accuracy of detection" and "timing," which are typical considerations in setting quality in use and external quality.

Functional requirements are the functions that users seek from the system, and quality in use is the quality that users seek

from the said functions. Up to this point, users' perspectives are considered. External quality (Step 3) is the quality of ML

components to achieve quality in use, which turns into a system perspective.

There is a one-to-one correspondence between quality in use and external quality. Therefore, when setting quality in use, it

is recommended to consider external quality (Step 3) at the same time. The key point is to consider maintaining the one-on-

one relationship based on the fact that quality in use is the quality required by users of the system, and external quality is the

output quality of an ML component. It is also important not to put multiple quality requirements in one column, but to list them

one by one.

This is also where the axes of "risk avoidance" and "performance" come into play. Understand "risk avoidance" as "safety

(i.e. using the system to enhance safety, or the system itself not behaving in a risky way.)" and "performance" as "efficiency

and productivity,” and consider the quality required by users and the corresponding quality of the ML component output for

each axis.

When setting the quality items, it is sufficient to set them for the functions that are currently being developed, and not for the

functions that are envisioned in the future.

Step 3 sets the external quality of an ML component. Since there is a one-to-one correspondence with quality in use (Step

2), it is recommended to consider them simultaneously. In particular, it is important to consider the quality in use in light of

quality that users seek from the system, and external quality in light of the output quality of ML components.Please refer to

the description in Step 2 for details.

Here, it is not necessary to set a numerical goal specific to machine learning (e.g. accuracy of more than x%), but it is also

permitted to do so). In Step 7 "Design and development of ML component," concrete numerical targets specific to machine

learning (e.g. accuracy, F-measure) can be set according to the results of PoC, data acquisition status, learning status, etc.

In Step 4, as a premise for setting the level of "risk avoidance" (AISL) of the ML component at a later stage, the existence of

an "external safety mechanism" and "Safety-related systems independent of the ML based system" is checked. These

terminologies are defined and illustrated in Section 1.5 "Terminology" of the Guidelines. (“Figure 1-2” of the Guidelines main

text)

The "external safety mechanism" overrides and corrects the ML component output using methods other than machine

learning. For example, the ML component output is limited to a certain range, or is not adopted if there is a discrepancy

between the calculation using the physical model in parallel. However, reliability of the "external safety mechanism" per se

must be confirmed. (For methods that do not use machine learning, reliability should be confirmed using conventional

methods, not the Guidelines.)

“Safety-related systems independent of the ML based system" refer to systems that ensure plant safety independent of the

ML component under consideration and the ML based system that contains ML components. Check if the facility where the

ML based system is to be introduced has a mechanism (e.g. an interlock) to ensure plant safety in cases of abnormality.

Results of actions taken

1
Setting the purpose of

the system

Summarize the issues to be addressed, set the purpose of the

system, and decide whether an ML based system is necessary
- Project Planning staff

Issues to be addressed

iii

4

Summarizing the

ML based system and

safety-related systems

concerning the level of

external quality

Summarize each component of the ML based system (ML

components, non-ML components (e.g. External safety mechanism)),

the presence of safety-related systems independent of the ML based

system, and functional requirements

2.2.3 Plant System staff

3
Setting the external

quality
Set external quality of ML components based on the quality in use

Field staff

External

quality

Risk avoidance

*Add a line if there are

three or more items.

i

Purpose of the system

2

Functional requirements

of the system

・Setting the quality in

use

Set functional requirements and quality in use for the ML based

system

2.1.1

2.1.3

2.2.1

(3.3)

Plant System staff

Functional requirements

Project Planning staff

Field staff

Quality in

use

Risk avoidance

*Add a line if there are

four or more items.

i

ii

iii

Performance

*Add a line if there are

four or more items.

i

ii

Field manager

ii

iii

Performance

*Add a line if there are

three or more items.

i

ii

iii

Non-ML components of the ML based system (External safety mechanism)

Field manager

Environment and Safety

staff

Safety-related systems independent of the ML based system

2.1.2

2.1.3

2.2.2

(3.3)

Plant System staff

(When not conducting SIL

assessment or there is no

SIL)

AISL

ii

Need for SIL assessment

(When not conducting SIL

assessment or there is no

SIL)

AISL
Level

of external

quality

Risk

avoidance

(AISL)

*Copy and

paste line 23

through 28 if

there are

three or more

items.

i

Need for SIL assessment

Field manager

iii

Need for SIL assessment

Performance requirement level (High/Medium/Low)

(When not conducting SIL

assessment or there is no

SIL)

AISL

Performance

(AIPL)
*Copy and paste

line 41 through

43 if there are

three or more

items.

i

Performance requirement level (High/Medium/Low)

Strictness of demand to meet a certain level

(Mandatory/Best-effort/None)

AIPL

ii

5
Setting the level of

external quality
Set the level of external quality of ML components 2.2.3 Plant System staff

Strictness of demand to meet a certain level

(Mandatory/Best-effort/None)

AIPL

iii

Performance requirement level (High/Medium/Low)

Strictness of demand to meet a certain level

(Mandatory/Best-effort/None)

AIPL



Template for Reliability Records

Case:

Step Action Summary Guideline Key staff Names of Kay sataff Notes and reference materials Entry Date Review staff
Name of Review

staff
Entry Date Results of review DescriptionResults of actions taken

Risk avoidance

Performance

Develop according to the design of ML components, internal quality

requirements and perspectives

ML Design and

Development staff

Internal

quality

Field staff

Plant System staff

In developing ML components, check whether the internal quality

level and perspectives are satisfied from the standpoint of quality

assurance

ML Quality Assurance

staff

Internal

quality

Field staff

Plant System staff

8

Developing non-ML

components (e.g.

External safety

mechanism)

Develop non-ML components required for the external quality and

quality in use (e.g. External safety mechanism)
- Plant System staff

In Step 8, of the ML based system the non-ML components are developed. For this step, there are no matters to be

implemented under the Guidelines. However, if the external safety mechanism developed in this step is inappropriate, the

premise of AISL setting will be lost (it will not be recognized as an external safety mechanism and one-step reduction of

AISL becomes invalid). The reliability of the system should be checked using conventional methods, not the Guidelines.

10
Performing acceptance

inspection

Assess the entire ML based system based on the assessment results

of external quality in the test, and perform inspection to see if the

system satisfies the standard given the results of the assessment

-
System Quality

Assurance staff

Project Planning staff

Field staff

Step 10 performs the acceptance inspection of the ML based system. For this step, there are no matters to be implemented

under the Guidelines. The entire system is checked, including the external quality of an ML component confirmed in Step 9.

13
Confirming the internal quality

(Stability/Maintainability of

qualities in use)

Confirm measures taken to deal with internal quality requirements

and perspectives based on the results of confirmation of the quality in

use and external quality of the ML based system in operation

2.2.4

2.2.5

Appendix (Checklist)

ML Quality Assurance

staff

Internal

quality

Step 13 confirms the internal quality after the start of operation. Using the "In operation" field in the "Implementation and

operation" tab of "Implementation record template (sub-template)," the responses in operation are described based on the

information entered in the "In development" field at the stage of Step 7 (Design and development of ML component).

Update ML components according to the results of the external

quality and internal quality checks

2.2.4

2.2.5

Appendix (Checklist)

ML Design and

Development staff

Internal

quality

Field staff

Plant System staff

Update non-ML components (e.g. External safety mechanism)

according to the results of confirmation of the quality in use and

external quality, and provide data for updating ML components from

the standpoint of system management

- Plant System staff

In Step 6, the level of internal quality is set. It is automatically determined by the level of external quality set in Step 5

(“Figure 2-9” of the Guidelines main text). For the correspondence between the external quality and internal quality levels,

refer to Section 2.2.4 "Confirming the level of internal quality” of the Guidelines. Please note that only "Uniformity of

datasets" has its independent level for AISL and AIPL.

In Step 7, the ML component is created. In the "Implementation record template (sub-template)," check the requirements for

each level and record the actions to be taken. If it is difficult to address the internal quality requirements of Lv2 and Lv3, the

design and operation of the ML based system may be reviewed to ensure that the internal quality requirements are Lv1

(AISL 0.1 or lower, AIPL 1 or lower), and to appropriately limit the quality required for ML components.

In the course of taking this step, concrete numerical targets specific to machine learning (e.g.accuracy, F-measure) can be

set according to the results of PoC, data acquisition status, learning status, etc.

In addition, quality monitoring and re-learning plans after the start of operation are also included in the requirements of

"Implementation record template (sub-template).” Of the "Implementation/Operation" tab entry fields, it will be considered in

the “In development” field (“In operation” field will be considered in Steps 13 and 14). Based on the plan considered in this

step, Steps 11–14 are performed (Checking quality in use, external quality, and internal quality; model retraining).

Step 9 tests the ML based system. In testing, the non-ML components will also be tested, but the Guidelines only focus on

whether the external quality of an ML component meets the required level. Therefore, it is necessary to check the quality of

non-ML components as well.

Each external quality item set in Step 3 (Setting the external quality) is checked. In order to check the external quality of ML

components, it is recommended to set specific numerical targets (e.g. accuracy rate (Accuracy), F-measure, etc.) through

Step 7 (Design and development of ML components) and describe whether the numerical targets have been achieved in

this step. The process of setting the numerical targets (agreement between the user and vendor companies) should also be

described in the "Remarks/Reference" column.

Step 11 checks whether the quality received by the users has not deteriorated after the ML based system starts operation.

Regarding each quality in use item set in Step 2 (setting the functional requirements and quality in use of the system), it is

checked whether the quality expected at the time of development has been obtained.

Since the quality may deteriorate as time passes after the start of operation, it is necessary to plan in advance for quality

monitoring and re-learning after the start of operation. There are corresponding items in the requirements of "Implementation

record template (sub-template)" referred to in Step 7 (Design and development of ML component). Based on the plan

discussed in Step 7, quality is checked and re-learned after the start of operation in Steps 11 to 14.

Step 12 checks whether the quality of an ML component output (external quality) has not deteriorated after the start of

operation. Each external quality item set in Step 3 (Setting the external quality) is checked. Indicators to be used in operation

are agreed on and confirmed between the user and vendor companies, such as using the numerical targets for the required

level that were confirmed in Step 9 (Testing).

Step 14 updates the system based on the quality monitoring results.

For updating (re-learning) ML components, using the "In operation" field in the "Implementation and operation" tab of

"Implementation record template (sub-template)," the responses in re-learning are described based on the information

entered in the "In development" field at the stage of Step 7 (Design and development of ML component).

For updating non-ML components, there are no matters to be implemented under the Guidelines, but reliability should be

ensured using conventional methods.

Level of internal quality other than "Uniformity of datasets"

(Set the level according to the highest level of external quality)

7

Designing and

developing ML

components

2.2.5

Appendix (Checklist)

*Fill out the Sub template, “Measures taken (for development and

implementation)”

*Fill out the Sub template, “Measures taken (for development and

implementation)”

Level of internal quality

of "Uniformity of datasets"

6
Setting the level of

internal quality

Set the level of internal quality of ML components based on the level

of external quality

2.1.4

2.2.4

Appendix (Checklist)

(3.3)

ML Design and

Development staff

9

Testing

(Assessing the external

quality)

Test the ML based system and assess the results. Assess whether

the external quality of ML components meets the required level
2.2.3

System Quality

Assurance staff

Assessing

the

external

quality

Risk avoidance

*Add a line if there are

three or more items.

i

Plant System staff

Environment and Safety

staff

ii

iii

Performance

*Add a line if there are

three or more items.

i

ii

iii

Non-ML components of the ML based system

(No need to summarize in this template because it is not an ML component)

11
Confirming the quality in

use
Confirm the quality in use of the ML based system in operation

2.1.1

2.1.3

2.2.1

System Quality

Assurance staff

Quality in

use

Risk avoidance

*Add a line if there are

three or more items.

i

Field staff

ii

iii

Performance

*Add a line if there are

three or more items.

i

ii

iii

Assessing the entire system (Judgment based on factors other than reliability assessment of ML

components)

ii

iii

Performance

*Add a line if there are

three or more items.

i

ii

12
Confirming the external

quality

Confirm the external quality based on the results of confirmation of

the quality in use of the ML based system in operation
2.2.3

System Quality

Assurance staff

iii

*Fill out the Sub template, “Measures taken (for operation)” of

Stability/Maintainability of qualities in use

14 System updating

*Fill out the Sub template, “Measures taken (for operation)” of

Stability/Maintainability of qualities in use

Non-ML components of the ML based system

External

quality

Risk avoidance

*Add a line if there are

three or more items.

i

Plant System staff
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Case: (Example)

Step Action Summary Guideline Key staff Names of Kay sataff Notes and reference materials Entry Date Review staff
Name of Review

staff
Entry Date

Results of

review
Description

A sudden shutdown of equipment due to an abnormality lowers

the capacity utilization rate
No problem

Improve the capacity utilization rate by detecting signs of

abnormality and making a replacement parts or taking other

measures in advance.
No problem

Activate an alarm when any signs of abnormality are detected No problem

Output the location/severity of and variables correlated with the

abnormality
No problem

Correctly detect the occurrence of future abnormalities under a

variety of plant conditions

At present, we use "a variety of plant

conditions," but the specific conditions

need to be defined later based on the

range for which we can obtain data.

Correctly output the location/severity of and variables correlated

with the abnormality under a variety of plant conditions
Same as above

Set the alarm frequency to a reasonable level so that  the

operators and inspectors do not have to allocate extensive time

resource to check the contents of the alarm

No problem

Activate an alarm sufficiently early so that it is possible to take

measures to avoid accidents after receiving the alarm
No problem

In the case of "signs of abnormality," reduce the false-

negativepositive rate as much as possible where it is judged to

be "normal"

No problem

In the case of "signs of abnormality," minimize the false

recognition rate of location/severity of and variables correlated

with the abnormality

No problem

Minimize the number of false detections No problem

Detect by a predetermined time No problem

No

We understand that a new external

safety mechanism will not be installed in

the system because operators will

check and respond to the results of

detection of abnormality signs.

Existing interlocking devices are available.

Interlocking functions in case of

abnormality are available. Currently,

management is being undertaken by

humans before any abnormality occurs.

Yes

(When conducting SIL

assessment)
Results of SIL assessment 1

Type of impact considered

(human damage, direct

economic damage only,

including indirect economic

damage)

Severity criteria (I–IV) —

Avoidability by human

((1)–(3))
—

1

Yes

(When conducting SIL

assessment)
Results of SIL assessment No

Type of impact considered

(human damage, direct

economic damage only,

including indirect economic

damage)

Severity criteria (I–IV) III

Avoidability by human

((1)–(3))
(3)

0.1

(When conducting SIL

assessment)
Results of SIL assessment

Type of impact considered

(human damage, direct

economic damage only,

including indirect economic

damage)

Severity criteria (I–IV)

Avoidability by human

((1)–(3))

Medium

best-effort

1

High

best-effort

2

*In describing steps, please refer to the "Practical Examples," where the record template has been prepared based on

actual examples of AI development and operation for each use case.

Step 1 describes the problem to be resolved by the ML based system including ML components and the purpose of its

introduction. The target of reliability assessment in the Guidelines is only the ML components. But in order to set the quality

required for ML components (external quality) later on, it is necessary to set the quality required by users (quality in use)

for the "ML based system" as a premise. For this reason, it is necessary to start describing the purpose of introducing the

system as a whole.

For systems that are not directly related to machine learning, there is no need to mention them here. For example, even if

the corrosion judgment system (using machine learning) and the report writing system (not using machine learning) are

developed as one, the purpose of the system of the latter does not need to be mentioned since it will not be used in making

considerations at a later stage.

Step 2 sets the functional requirements and quality in use of the "ML based system" that includes the ML components. At

this point, refer to the use cases in Chapter 3 of the Guidelines, and if there is a similar case, refer to the example of

setting quality in use and external quality. For example, in the case of prediction and diagnosis of abnormality, it is possible

to grasp the "accuracy of detection" and "timing," which are typical considerations in setting quality in use and external

quality.

Functional requirements are the functions that users seek from the system, and quality in use is the quality that users seek

from the said functions. Up to this point, users' perspectives are considered. External quality (Step 3) is the quality of ML

components to achieve quality in use, which turns into a system perspective.

There is a one-to-one correspondence between quality in use and external quality. Therefore, when setting quality in use, it

is recommended to consider external quality (Step 3) at the same time. The key point is to consider maintaining the one-

on-one relationship based on the fact that quality in use is the quality required by users of the system, and external quality

is the output quality of an ML component. It is also important not to put multiple quality requirements in one column, but to

list them one by one.

This is also where the axes of "risk avoidance" and "performance" come into play. Understand "risk avoidance" as "safety

(i.e. using the system to enhance safety, or the system itself not behaving in a risky way.)" and "performance" as

"efficiency and productivity,” and consider the quality required by users and the corresponding quality of the ML component

output for each axis.

When setting the quality items, it is sufficient to set them for the functions that are currently being developed, and not for

the functions that are envisioned in the future.

Step 3 sets the external quality of an ML component. Since there is a one-to-one correspondence with quality in use (Step

2), it is recommended to consider them simultaneously. In particular, it is important to consider the quality in use in light of

quality that users seek from the system, and external quality in light of the output quality of ML components.Please refer to

the description in Step 2 for details.

Here, it is not necessary to set a numerical goal specific to machine learning (e.g. accuracy of more than x%), but it is also

permitted to do so). In Step 7 "Design and development of ML component," concrete numerical targets specific to machine

learning (e.g. accuracy, F-measure) can be set according to the results of PoC, data acquisition status, learning status,

etc.

In Step 4, as a premise for setting the level of "risk avoidance" (AISL) of the ML component at a later stage, the existence

of an "external safety mechanism" and "Safety-related systems independent of the ML based system" is checked. These

terminologies are defined and illustrated in Section 1.5 "Terminology" of the Guidelines. (“Figure 1-2” of the Guidelines

main text)

The "external safety mechanism" overrides and corrects the ML component output using methods other than machine

learning. For example, the ML component output is limited to a certain range, or is not adopted if there is a discrepancy

between the calculation using the physical model in parallel. However, reliability of the "external safety mechanism" per se

must be confirmed. (For methods that do not use machine learning, reliability should be confirmed using conventional

methods, not the Guidelines.)

“Safety-related systems independent of the ML based system" refer to systems that ensure plant safety independent of the

ML component under consideration and the ML based system that contains ML components. Check if the facility where

the ML based system is to be introduced has a mechanism (e.g. an interlock) to ensure plant safety in cases of

abnormality.

Step 5 sets the level of external quality of an ML component. Each of the quality items set in Step 4 is examined.

“AISL" shall be set for items that correspond to "risk avoidance.” For the setting procedure, please refer to Section 2.2.3

"Setting the level of external quality" (1) "Risk avoidance" of the Guidelines, which describes the flow of examination and

the points to be considered in Procedures (1)-(5).

For "Necessity of SIL assessment," based on the Description in Procedure (1), enter "No" if it is judged that SIL

assessment is not required, and "Yes" if it is judged that SIL assessment is required. Based on the flow, proceed to

Procedures (2) and (3) in the case of "No," and to Procedures (4) and (5) in the case of "Yes."

In the case of "No," set the "Severity of impact" and "Avoidability by humans" according to Procedures (2) and (3).

In the case of "Yes," perform SIL assessment according to Procedure (4), and enter the SIL to be assigned to the ML

component in the "SIL assessment results." If the SIL is "No SIL," set the "Severity of Impact" and "Avoidability by

humans" according to Procedure (5).

With the above considerations, the AISL values can be set. In particular, for "Severity of impact" and "Avoidability by

humans," enter the details of consideration in the "Remarks/Reference" column so that the reason for selection is clear.

For the items that correspond to "Performance," set "AIPL." The procedure for setting the level is explained in Section 2.2.3

"Setting the level of external quality" (2) "Performance" of the Guidelines.

“Severity of the requirements for the level" should be determined according to "Table 2-3: Level setting and assessment

criteria for ‘Performance’" in the Guidelines. For the selection of mandatory, best-effort, or not applicable, enter the details

considered in the "Remarks/Reference" column so that the reason for selection is clear.

"Performance Standard" is not a uniform criteria in the Guidelines, but is set by mutual agreement between the user and

vendor companies. It can be set by calculating backwards from the level of internal quality requirements as a reference for

selecting the performance standard. If the performance standard is set to "High," it will be "AIPL2," and the internal quality

will be required to be "Lv2." After confirming the requirements of internal quality Lv2 in the "Implementation record template

(sub-template)," if it is judged that the ML component should be created at Lv2, the performance level is "High," and if it is

judged that Lv1 is sufficient, the performance level is "Medium" or "Low."

Level assessment

review_1_202X0XXX.xlsx

Level assessment

review_2_202X0XXX.xlsx

Level assessment

review_3_202X0XXX.xlsx

Level assessment

review_4_202X0XXX.xlsx

Strictness of demand to meet a certain level

(Mandatory/Best-effort/None)

AIPL

(When not conducting SIL

assessment or there is no

SIL)

AISL

No problemStrictness of demand to meet a certain level

(Mandatory/Best-effort/None)

AIPL

ii

Level

of external

quality

Risk

avoidance

(AISL)

*Copy and

paste line 23

through 28 if

there are

three or more

items.

Performance

(AIPL)
*Copy and paste

line 41 through

43 if there are

three or more

items.

No problem(When not conducting SIL

assessment or there is no

SIL)

AISL

ii

Need for SIL assessment

No problem
(When not conducting SIL

assessment or there is no

SIL)

AISL

No problem
Strictness of demand to meet a certain level

(Mandatory/Best-effort/None)

AIPL

i

Need for SIL assessment

Field manager

iii

Need for SIL assessment

Performance requirement level (High/Medium/Low)

i

Performance requirement level (High/Medium/Low)

iii

Performance requirement level (High/Medium/Low)

5
Setting the level of

external quality
Set the level of external quality of ML components 2.2.3 Plant System staff

4

Summarizing the

ML based system and

safety-related systems

concerning the level of

external quality

Summarize each component of the ML based system (ML

components, non-ML components (e.g. External safety

mechanism)), the presence of safety-related systems independent of

the ML based system, and functional requirements

2.2.3 Plant System staff

Field manager

ii

iii

Performance

*Add a line if there are

three or more items.

i

ii

iii

Non-ML components of the ML based system (External safety mechanism)

Field manager

Environment and Safety

staff

Safety-related systems independent of the ML based system

3
Setting the external

quality
Set external quality of ML components based on the quality in use

2.1.2

2.1.3

2.2.2

(3.3)

Plant System staff
External

quality

Risk avoidance

*Add a line if there are

three or more items.

i

Purpose of the system

2

Functional requirements

of the system

・Setting the quality in

use

Set functional requirements and quality in use for the ML based

system

2.1.1

2.1.3

2.2.1

(3.3)

Plant System staff

Functional requirements

Project Planning staff

Field staff

Quality in

use

Risk avoidance

*Add a line if there are

four or more items.

i

ii

iii

Performance

*Add a line if there are

four or more items.

i

ii

iii

Results of actions taken

1
Setting the purpose of

the system

Summarize the issues to be addressed, set the purpose of the

system, and decide whether an ML based system is necessary
- Project Planning staff

Issues to be addressed

Field staff



Template for Reliability Records

Case: (Example)

Step Action Summary Guideline Key staff Names of Kay sataff Notes and reference materials Entry Date Review staff
Name of Review

staff
Entry Date

Results of

review
DescriptionResults of actions taken

3

Risk avoidance LvS2

Performance LvE2

Develop according to the design of ML components, internal quality

requirements and perspectives

ML Design and

Development staff

Internal

quality

Field staff

Plant System staff

In developing ML components, check whether the internal quality

level and perspectives are satisfied from the standpoint of quality

assurance

ML Quality Assurance

staff

Internal

quality

Field staff

Plant System staff

8

Developing non-ML

components (e.g.

External safety

mechanism)

Develop non-ML components required for the external quality and

quality in use (e.g. External safety mechanism)
- Plant System staff

In Step 8, of the ML based system the non-ML components are developed. For this step, there are no matters to be

implemented under the Guidelines. However, if the external safety mechanism developed in this step is inappropriate, the

premise of AISL setting will be lost (it will not be recognized as an external safety mechanism and one-step reduction of

AISL becomes invalid). The reliability of the system should be checked using conventional methods, not the Guidelines.

MM DD, 202X

Of the test data, all abnormal data requiring repair or

replacement have been detected, and the required quality has

been achieved.

MM DD, 202X

Even after the update, abnormal data requiring repair or

replacement have been detected, and the required quality has

been maintained.

MM DD, 202X

Verification

results_202X0XXX.csv

MM DD, 202X

Verification

results_202X0YYY.csv

MM DD, 202X

No problem

MM DD, 202X

No problem

MM DD, 202X

Of the test data, the location/severity of abnormalities requiring

repair or replacement have been diagnosed with a probability of

80% or more, and the required quality has been achieved.

MM DD, 202X

After the update, the location of abnormalities requiring repair or

replacement has been diagnosed with a probability of 80% or

more as expected, and the required quality has been achieved.

MM DD, 202X

Verification

results_202X0XXX.csv

MM DD, 202X

Verification

results_202X0YYY.csv

MM DD, 202X

No problem

MM DD, 202X

No problem

MM DD, 202X

Of the test data, an alarm was activated for data other than the

abnormalities requiring repair or replacement. However, alarms

that required no response accounted for 10% or less, which

was fairly low. Therefore, the required quality has been

achieved.

MM DD, 202X

Of the test data, an alarm was activated for data other than the

abnormalities requiring repair or replacement. However, alarms

that required no response accounted for 30% or less. Although

the ratio is higher than expected, the required quality has been

achieved since it is considered to be a sufficient level based on

the performance in operation.

MM DD, 202X

Verification

results_202X0XXX.csv

MM DD, 202X

Verification

results_202X0YYY.csv

MM DD, 202X

No problem

MM DD, 202X

No problem

MM DD, 202X

Of the test data, locations that need replacement have been

detected in addition to those requiring immediate repair.

Therefore, we conclude that the required quality has been

achieved. However, it is necessary to monitor the detection and

diagnosis of early signs of abnormality, the frequency of

failures, and the frequency of repairs after the start of operation

in order to evaluate the actual effect.

MM DD, 202X

Of the test data, locations that need replacement have been

detected in addition to those requiring immediate repair.

Therefore, the required quality has been achieved.

MM DD, 202X

Verification

results_202X0XXX.csv

MM DD, 202X

Verification

results_202X0YYY.csv

MM DD, 202X

No problem

MM DD, 202X

No problem

10
Performing acceptance

inspection

Assess the entire ML based system based on the assessment

results of external quality in the test, and perform inspection to see if

the system satisfies the standard given the results of the

assessment

-
System Quality

Assurance staff

Project Planning staff

Field staff

Step 10 performs the acceptance inspection of the ML based system. For this step, there are no matters to be

implemented under the Guidelines. The entire system is checked, including the external quality of an ML component

confirmed in Step 9.

MM DD, 202X

Signs of all abnormalities requiring repair or replacement were

detected during the prescribed period. There is no problem with

the current quality.

MM DD, 202X

Actual data_202X0YYY.csv

MM DD, 202X

No problem

MM DD, 202X

In 50% of the abnormal sign diagnosis results that required

repair or replacement, different locations of the same system

were judged to have abnormalities. It would be preferable to

improve the accuracy of detection of abnormalities.

MM DD, 202X

Actual data_202X0YYY.csv

MM DD, 202X

It is necessary to check the entire

system when the location of an

abnormality is an error of the same

system level. Therefore, it is preferable

to improve the accuracy of abnormality

detection as much as possible in order

to enhance the work efficiency on site.

MM DD, 202X

Although 50% of the alarms required no response, the locations

and time required for check decreased compared with the

previous inspection. Therefore, there is no problem with the

current quality.

MM DD, 202X

Actual data_202X0YYY.csv

MM DD, 202X

No problem

MM DD, 202X

For the alarms that required response, we did not make any

major repairs and replaced parts in advance. There is no

problem with the current quality.

MM DD, 202X

Actual data_202X0YYY.csv

MM DD, 202X

No problem

In Step 6, the level of internal quality is set. It is automatically determined by the level of external quality set in Step 5

(“Figure 2-9” of the Guidelines main text). For the correspondence between the external quality and internal quality levels,

refer to Section 2.2.4 "Confirming the level of internal quality” of the Guidelines. Please note that only "Uniformity of

datasets" has its independent level for AISL and AIPL.

In Step 7, the ML component is created. In the "Implementation record template (sub-template)," check the requirements

for each level and record the actions to be taken. If it is difficult to address the internal quality requirements of Lv2 and Lv3,

the design and operation of the ML based system may be reviewed to ensure that the internal quality requirements are Lv1

(AISL 0.1 or lower, AIPL 1 or lower), and to appropriately limit the quality required for ML components.

In the course of taking this step, concrete numerical targets specific to machine learning (e.g. accuracy, F-measure) can

be set according to the results of PoC, data acquisition status, learning status, etc.

In addition, quality monitoring and re-learning plans after the start of operation are also included in the requirements of

"Implementation record template (sub-template).” Of the "Implementation/Operation" tab entry fields, it will be considered in

the “In development” field (“In operation” field will be considered in Steps 13 and 14). Based on the plan considered in this

step, Steps 11–14 are performed (Checking quality in use, external quality, and internal quality; model retraining).

Step 9 tests the ML based system. In testing, the non-ML components will also be tested, but the Guidelines only focus on

whether the external quality of an ML component meets the required level. Therefore, it is necessary to check the quality of

non-ML components as well.

Each external quality item set in Step 3 (Setting the external quality) is checked. In order to check the external quality of ML

components, it is recommended to set specific numerical targets (e.g. accuracy rate (Accuracy), F-measure, etc.) through

Step 7 (Design and development of ML components) and describe whether the numerical targets have been achieved in

this step. The process of setting the numerical targets (agreement between the user and vendor companies) should also

be described in the "Remarks/Reference" column.

Step 11 checks whether the quality received by the users has not deteriorated after the ML based system starts operation.

Regarding each quality in use item set in Step 2 (setting the functional requirements and quality in use of the system), it is

checked whether the quality expected at the time of development has been obtained.

Since the quality may deteriorate as time passes after the start of operation, it is necessary to plan in advance for quality

monitoring and re-learning after the start of operation. There are corresponding items in the requirements of

"Implementation record template (sub-template)" referred to in Step 7 (Design and development of ML component). Based

on the plan discussed in Step 7, quality is checked and re-learned after the start of operation in Steps 11 to 14.

11
Confirming the quality in

use
Confirm the quality in use of the ML based system in operation

2.1.1

2.1.3

2.2.1

System Quality

Assurance staff

9

Testing

(Assessing the external

quality)

Test the ML based system and assess the results. Assess whether

the external quality of ML components meets the required level
2.2.3

Performance

*Add a line if there are

three or more items.

i

ii

iii

Non-ML components of the ML based system

(No need to summarize in this template because it is not an ML component)

Field staff

ii

iii

Performance

*Add a line if there are

three or more items.

i

ii

iii

Assessing the entire system (Judgment based on factors other than reliability assessment of ML

components)

Quality in

use

Risk avoidance

*Add a line if there are

three or more items.

i

System Quality

Assurance staff

Assessing

the external

quality

Risk avoidance

*Add a line if there are

three or more items.

i

Level of internal quality other than "Uniformity of datasets"

(Set the level according to the highest level of external quality)

Level of internal quality

of "Uniformity of datasets"

Plant System staff

Environment and Safety

staff

ii

iii

7

Designing and

developing ML

components

2.2.5

Appendix (Checklist)

*Fill out the Sub template, “Measures taken (for development and

implementation)”

*Fill out the Sub template, “Measures taken (for development and

implementation)”

6
Setting the level of

internal quality

Set the level of internal quality of ML components based on the level

of external quality

2.1.4

2.2.4

Appendix (Checklist)

(3.3)

ML Design and

Development staff



Template for Reliability Records

Case: (Example)

Step Action Summary Guideline Key staff Names of Kay sataff Notes and reference materials Entry Date Review staff
Name of Review

staff
Entry Date

Results of

review
DescriptionResults of actions taken

MM DD, 202X

Since there was no problem with the quality in use, we

conclude that there is no problem with the current external

quality.

MM DD, 202X

No problem

MM DD, 202X

Based on the results of confirming the quality in use, the

accuracy of detecting abnormalities needs to be improved for

ML components.

MM DD, 202X

No problem

MM DD, 202X

Since there was no problem with the quality in use, we

conclude that there is no problem with the current external

quality.

MM DD, 202X

No problem

MM DD, 202X

Since there was no problem with the quality in use, we

conclude that there is no problem with the current external

quality.

MM DD, 202X

No problem

13
Confirming the internal quality

(Stability/Maintainability of

qualities in use)

Confirm measures taken to deal with internal quality requirements

and perspectives based on the results of confirmation of the quality

in use and external quality of the ML based system in operation

2.2.4

2.2.5

Appendix (Checklist)

ML Quality Assurance

staff

Internal

quality

Step 13 confirms the internal quality after the start of operation. Using the "In operation" field in the "Implementation and

operation" tab of "Implementation record template (sub-template)," the responses in operation are described based on the

information entered in the "In development" field at the stage of Step 7 (Design and development of ML component).

Update ML components according to the results of the external

quality and internal quality checks

2.2.4

2.2.5

Appendix (Checklist)

ML Design and

Development staff

Internal

quality

Field staff

Plant System staff

Update non-ML components (e.g. External safety mechanism)

according to the results of confirmation of the quality in use and

external quality, and provide data for updating ML components from

the standpoint of system management

- Plant System staff

Step 12 checks whether the quality of an ML component output (external quality) has not deteriorated after the start of

operation. Each external quality item set in Step 3 (Setting the external quality) is checked. Indicators to be used in

operation are agreed on and confirmed between the user and vendor companies, such as using the numerical targets for

the required level that were confirmed in Step 9 (Testing).

Step 14 updates the system based on the quality monitoring results.

For updating (re-learning) ML components, using the "In operation" field in the "Implementation and operation" tab of

"Implementation record template (sub-template)," the responses in re-learning are described based on the information

entered in the "In development" field at the stage of Step 7 (Design and development of ML component).

For updating non-ML components, there are no matters to be implemented under the Guidelines, but reliability should be

ensured using conventional methods.

*Fill out the Sub template, “Measures taken (for operation)” of

Stability/Maintainability of qualities in use

14 System updating

*Fill out the Sub template, “Measures taken (for operation)” of

Stability/Maintainability of qualities in use

Non-ML components of the ML based system

External

quality

Risk avoidance

*Add a line if there are

three or more items.

i

Plant System staff

ii

iii

Performance

*Add a line if there are

three or more items.

i

ii

12
Confirming the external

quality

Confirm the external quality based on the results of confirmation of

the quality in use of the ML based system in operation
2.2.3

System Quality

Assurance staff

iii



Sub-Template (“Perspectives in the Field of Plant Safety” Checklist for Internal Quality Assurance, Template for Reliability Records)

[How to use the checklist and template]

0

1

2

When an ML component to be developed is similar to use cases, also confirm “Use case-specific perspectives.”

3

When an ML component to be developed is similar to use cases, also confirm “Use case-specific perspectives.”

4

5

*For entry examples, "Practical Examples," in which this record template is based on actual cases of AI development 

  and operation for each use case, are also available. Consulting these practical examples is advised.

[Situation of use of the checklist and template]

data quality design1 Consideration of "data quality design" (Sufficiency of requirement analysis and Coverage for distinguished problem cases)

Example of consideration:

・Consideration of attributes and environmental factors to be covered in data collection

・Confirmation of requirements analysis and collected data with on-site engineers, etc.

Data check 2 Consideration of "Data quality" (Coverage of datasets and Uniformity of datasets)

Example of consideration:

・Confirmation that attributes and environmental factors to be covered have been collected

・Consideration of the use of simulators when data is insufficient, etc.

Learning 3 Consideration of "Model quality" (Correctness of the trained model and Stability of the trained model)

Example of consideration:

・Consideration of allowable level of misjudgment

・Consideration of test methods, etc.

Implementation and operation4 Consideration of "Quality of implementation and operation" (Reliability of underlying software systems and Maintainability of qualities in use)

Example of consideration:

・Consideration of software used for implementation

・Frequency design of accuracy verification and re-learning, etc.

Figure: Internal Quality in “Guidelines on Quality Control for Machine Learning”

Source: National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST) “Machine Learning Quality Management Guideline 1st edition ”

After the start of operation, at the time of system update, record the measures taken for quality confirmation and update in the "Record of

measures taken for operation" of "Maintainability of qualities in use."

Confirm the requirements of the applicable required level for the internal quality axis to be considered in accordance with the "Situation of

use of the checklist" below.

(Before looking at the checklist) Check the required level of internal quality (Level 1–3) in developing ML components. (Section 2.2.4 of the

Guidelines)

Confirm the "Perspectives in the field of plant safety" directly related to the requirements of the applicable required level. Check the

applicable required level (Lv1–Lv3) in the "Required level of internal quality" column.

Confirm common "Perspectives in the field of plant safety" that apply regardless of requirements. In the "Required level of internal quality"

column, it is stated as "Common."

At the time of development and implementation, record the measures taken and the date when such measures were taken in the "Record of

measures taken (for development and implementation)."



Annex “Perspectives in the Field of Plant Safety” Checklist for Internal Quality Assurance, Template for Reliability Records

Case: 0 *Automatic reflection from the main template

Internal quality axis

Required

level of

internal

quality

Requirement

No.
Internal quality requirements Prediction of pipe wall thickness Pipeline image diagnosis Equipment deterioration diagnosis

Detection and diagnosis of early signs of

abnormality
Optimization of operation

data quality

design

1 Sufficiency of

requirement

analysis

Lv1 1
Examine and record the major cause of possible

deterioration of quality

・Did you consider the following as "Major risks of

quality deterioration" and "Causes thereof" in the

plant field?

　- Environmental changes: Season, weather, day

and night, temperature, location, etc.

　- Changes in product characteristics: Types,

components, etc.

　- Changes in the state of plant: Start-up, normal

operation, etc.

— — — — —

data quality

design

1 Sufficiency of

requirement

analysis

Lv1 2

Based on the examination results, design data and

reflect it in necessary

attributes.

・Did you design data based on the results of

assessment of "Causes of possible deterioration

of quality" in the plant field?

— — — — —

data quality

design

1 Sufficiency of

requirement

analysis

Lv2 3

Analyze risks of deterioration of quality in use in

overall system and their impact with a certain level

of engineering coverage and record the results in

documents.

・As for analysis with a certain engineering

coverage, did you use existing information (if any)

related to SIL assessment of overall safety-related

systems and engineering risk analysis such as

FTA, STAMP/STPA?

・When existing engineering analysis is not

available, did you perform a new analysis with a

certain degree of coverage?

— — — — —

data quality

design

1 Sufficiency of

requirement

analysis

Lv2 4

Analyze if any measure is required for each of

those risks, and analyze attributes related to the

risk which are contained in an input to machine

learning components.

— — — — — —

data quality

design

1 Sufficiency of

requirement

analysis

Lv2 5

Analyze and record the application-specific

characteristics of environments which will

generate machine learning input, with regards to

the difficulty for machine learning and other

aspects.

— — — — — —

data quality

design

1 Sufficiency of

requirement

analysis

Lv2 6

Examine sets of attributes and attribute values,

based on the results of those analysis and record

the background of such decisions.

— — — — — —

data quality

design

1 Sufficiency of

requirement

analysis

Lv3 7
The following activities are carried out in addition

to those listed in Lv 2.
— — — — — —

data quality

design

1 Sufficiency of

requirement

analysis

Lv3 8

Investigate documents on own past examination

results and those of others with regard to

elements to be extracted as characteristics of

system environment and record the background of

examinations leading to the extraction of

necessary subsets.

・Did you consider the following as elements to

be considered as characteristics of the usage

environment" in the plant field?

　- Environmental changes: Season, weather, day

and night, temperature, location, etc.

　- Changes in product characteristics: Types,

components, etc.

　- Changes in the state of plant: Start-up, normal

operation, etc.

— — — — —

data quality

design

1 Sufficiency of

requirement

analysis

Lv3 9

Investigate past examination results in line with

application fields of systems with regard to

deterioration risks of qualities in use of overall

systems and record the examination results

including the background of selection.

— — — — — —

data quality

design

1 Sufficiency of

requirement

analysis

Lv3 10

Moreover, extract deterioration risks of qualities in

use of overall systems using engineering analysis

such as Fault Tree Analysis and record their

results.

・As “engineering analysis,” did you conduct SIL

assessment of overall safety-related systems and

an analysis of engineering risks such as FTA,

STAMP/STPA? (mandatory for Lv3)

— — — — —

data quality

design

1 Sufficiency of

requirement

analysis

Common 11 —

・Did you have plant engineers on site conduct a

requirements analysis to analyze whether all

usage conditions at the plant are covered?

— — — — —

data quality

design

1 Sufficiency of

requirement

analysis

Common 12 —

・In the case of AI that uses a camera for

recognition, did you narrow down the locations

and conditions of the equipment to be

recognized?

*This use case does not apply when recognition is

not performed by a camera or other means.

・	 When handling piping that is wrapped with

insulation, be aware that the deterioration of

insulation will be the target, not the deterioration of

the piping itself.

*This use case does not apply when recognition is

not performed by a camera or other means.

*This use case does not apply when recognition is

not performed by a camera or other means.

*This use case does not apply when recognition is

not performed by a camera or other means.

data quality

design

1 Sufficiency of

requirement

analysis

Common 13 —

・In the case of AI that detects and predicts

changes in equipment conditions, did you narrow

down the locations and conditions to be detected

and predicted?

・	 As a type of corrosion affects the development

of "Coverage for distinguished problem cases"

and "Coverage of datasets," narrow down the

scope to the specific type of corrosion.

—

・Determine the range of component values of

products to be considered that vary with

processing conditions. This includes not only the

case where the product to be processed is

different, but also the case when the fluid* and the

process changes.

*Changes in the distribution of mixed flow/multi-

phase flows, etc.

・ Since the evaluation of "Coverage for

distinguished problem cases" and "Coverage of

datasets" is affected by types and location of

targeted abnormality, specify the requirements

including tｙpes and location.	

—

data quality

design

1 Sufficiency of

requirement

analysis

Common 14 —

・When the requirements include an explanation

of engineering cause and effect, did you check to

see if it is mandatory for the ML based system?

— — —

・ Even if a causal relationship in an engineering

sense between the detection of an abnormality

and the related variables is not accounted for, it is

acceptable to use the suggested relationship for

inferrence.

—

data quality

design

1 Sufficiency of

requirement

analysis

Common 15 —

・Can you secure the amount of data not only for

learning but also for cross-validation and a

generalization performance check?

— — — — —

data quality

design

1 Sufficiency of

requirement

analysis

Common 16 —

・Do user companies provide data that will help

you resolve issues? Or, is it possible to generate

and acquire such data?

— — — — —

data quality

design

1 Sufficiency of

requirement

analysis

Common 17 —

・Is the number of explanatory variables and

causality in the learning data set too complex or

too simple to model an issue? Do you also

consider multicollinearity?

— — — — —

Entry

Date
Reference materials and information

Situation of

use

Internal quality requirements in “Machine Learning Quality Management Guideline 1st edition”

Perspectives in the field of plant safety

Related “Use case-specific perspectives” (see Section 3.3 of the text)

Record of measures taken

(for development and implementation)



Annex “Perspectives in the Field of Plant Safety” Checklist for Internal Quality Assurance, Template for Reliability Records

Case: 0 *Automatic reflection from the main template

Internal quality axis

Required

level of

internal

quality

Requirement

No.
Internal quality requirements Prediction of pipe wall thickness Pipeline image diagnosis Equipment deterioration diagnosis

Detection and diagnosis of early signs of

abnormality
Optimization of operation

Entry

Date
Reference materials and information

Situation of

use

Internal quality requirements in “Machine Learning Quality Management Guideline 1st edition”

Perspectives in the field of plant safety

Related “Use case-specific perspectives” (see Section 3.3 of the text)

Record of measures taken

(for development and implementation)

data quality

design

1 Sufficiency of

requirement

analysis

Common 18 —

・Regarding the input data in operation, has the

necessity of a mechanism to detect and eliminate

inappropriate data that may lead to abnormal

behavior been considered? (Example: Input data

in operation obtained from a population different

from the learning data in learning and outliers of

input data.)

— — — — —

data quality

design

1 Sufficiency of

requirement

analysis

Common 19 —

・Do you have a process or system in place that

allows you to incorporate the experience of

existing AI applications as a technology into the

next development?

— — — — —

data quality

design

2 Coverage for

distinguished

problem cases

Lv1 20
Set cases for each of attributes corresponding to

major risk factors.
— — — — — —

data quality

design

2 Coverage for

distinguished

problem cases

Lv1 21
Moreover, set cases corresponding to

combinations of composite risk factors.
— — — — — —

data quality

design

2 Coverage for

distinguished

problem cases

Lv1 22

Furthermore, extract attributes of differences in

particularly-important environmental factors and

prepare cases corresponding to combinations with

serious risk factors.

・Did you extract "Environmental factors" in the

plant field?

　- External environment: Weather, temperature,

location, etc.

　- Production process: Production load,

operating procedures, etc.

・	 "Environmental factors" in this context refer to

climate, salinity (regional characteristics such as

distance from the sea and wind direction), and

others.

・	 "Environmental factors" in this context refer to

sunlight, weather, seasons, time of day, and

others.

・	 In order to cope with image blurring, it is

possible to absorb it by using a model, but

ascertain the possibility of increasing complexity

and uncertainty of the system.

・	 "Environmental factors" in this context refer to

location, operating environment, temperature and

humidity, operating method, raw materials,

utilities, etc.

・	 "Environmental factors" in this context refer to

factors which affect the detection of abnormality

(e.g. production load, production lot).

・	 "Environmental factors" in this context refer to

operating procedures, raw materials, and others.

data quality

design

2 Coverage for

distinguished

problem cases

Lv2 23 Satisfy all requirements listed in Lv 1. — — — — — —

data quality

design

2 Coverage for

distinguished

problem cases

Lv2 24

Particularly-important risk factors should satisfy, in

principle, the standards for pair-wise coverage. To

be more specific, a case of combining “an

attribute value of combination of those factors”

and “individual attribute values included in all

attributes other than those to which the attribute

value belongs” should be included.

— — — — — —

data quality

design

2 Coverage for

distinguished

problem cases

Lv3 25

Based on engineering consideration, set

standards for coverage of attributes and establish

sets of combinations of attribute values that

satisfied standards for coverage as cases.

— — — — — —

data quality

design

2 Coverage for

distinguished

problem cases

Lv3 26

The level of strictness of the standards for

coverage (pair-wise coverage, triple�wise

coverage, etc.) should be set taking into account

system usage and risk severity. Standards can be

set individually for each risk where necessary.

— — — — — —

data quality

design

2 Coverage for

distinguished

problem cases

Common 27 —

・Did plant engineers on site check the case to

see if the attributes related to the risk factors were

extracted?

— — — — —

data quality

design

2 Coverage for

distinguished

problem cases

Common 28 —

・In the case of AI that uses a camera for

recognition, did you consider that the range of

data and the ease of data acquisition will change

depending on the location and material of the

equipment to be recognized?

*This use case does not apply when recognition is

not performed by a camera or other means.

・	 As the color of the piping itself may be covered

due to painting or anti-rust painting, ensure

accuracy by considering these differences.

・	 Keep in mind that there are cases where it is

not possible to directly confirm the outer surface of

the piping by images, such as when there is snow

accumulation on the piping.

*This use case does not apply when recognition is

not performed by a camera or other means.

*This use case does not apply when recognition is

not performed by a camera or other means.

*This use case does not apply when recognition is

not performed by a camera or other means.

data quality

design

2 Coverage for

distinguished

problem cases

Common 29 —
・Have you developed rules so that the quality of

data is kept constant?
—

・	 Consider keeping the data quality at a certain

level by establishing rules and points to consider

for photographing.

— — —

data quality

design

2 Coverage for

distinguished

problem cases

Common 30 —

・Did you consider the possibility of increasing

system complexity and uncertainty if the model

absorbs data quality fluctuations?

—

・ Blurred images may be included in training

dataset so that the model can make decisions for

such images as well. In such case, potential

increase in system complexity and uncertainty

should be put into consideration.

— — —

data quality

design

2 Coverage for

distinguished

problem cases

Common 31 —

・In the case of AI that learns data on the

characteristics (type, ingredients, etc.) of the

products produced at the plant, has the possibility

of collecting data covering the range of products

been considered?

—

*This use case does not apply when data on

product characteristics (type, contents, etc.) are

not utilized.

・ Consider whether the training data can be

collected for a range of component values for the

target product.

— —

data quality

design

2 Coverage for

distinguished

problem cases

Common 32 —

・When using simulator data, did you check

whether the simulator takes into account changes

in environmental factors?

— —

・ When using simulation data, check whether the

simulator takes into account changes in

environmental factors (e.g. high humidity to low

humidity).

・	When obtaining data sets by simulation, fully

verify the validity of the simulator.

・	 When obtaining data sets by simulation, fully

verify the validity of the simulator.

・	 When obtaining data sets by simulation, fully

verify the validity of the simulator.

data quality

design

2 Coverage for

distinguished

problem cases

Common 33 —

・Did you consider the possibility that trends in

data collection may change immediately after

maintenance?

— —

・The data immediately after a replacement of

parts may be "No deterioration." Note that the "No

deterioration" period depends on the specifications

of the parts and materials, but varies depending

on the usage environment (determine the period

of "No deterioration" by referring to the frequency

of past replacements, etc.).

・ When "running-in " is required immediately after

maintenance of the equipment, ensure that no

data are collected during that period.

— —



Annex “Perspectives in the Field of Plant Safety” Checklist for Internal Quality Assurance, Template for Reliability Records

Case: 0 *Automatic reflection from the main template

Internal quality axis

Required

level of

internal

quality

Requirement

No.
Internal quality requirements Prediction of pipe wall thickness Pipeline image diagnosis Equipment deterioration diagnosis

Detection and diagnosis of early signs of

abnormality
Optimization of operation

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Lv1 34

Consider the source and method of acquiring test

datasets to ensure that no bias is found in

application situations.

・Did you extract "Application statuations" in the

plant field?

・	 "Application status" in this context refers to the

targeted piping and the frequency of observations,

the time axis of evaluation (e.g. whether to make a

real-time projection), and others.

—

・	 "Application status" in this context refers to the

type and operation status (e.g.

constant/temporary, load change) of the target

equipment, and others.

・	 "Application status" in this context refers to the

severity of an abnormality to be detected and the

situation of use of an ML based system (e.g.

regular/temporary, daytime/night,

steady/unsteady).

・	 "Application status" in this context refers to the

situation of operation to be applied (e.g. season,

time of day, steady/unsteady, startup/shutdown in

case of unsteady), equipment to be operated, and

others.

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Lv1 35

Extract samples without bias from original data for

each case to ensure that no bias is found.

・In the case of a framework that learns "normal"

and classifies and predicts "abnormal," did you

consider the difficulty of exhaustively covering

abnormal data as test data?

— — —

・ In this case, it is not mandatory to cover the data

of all casesof abnormality as training data. On the

other hand, exhaustive sample extraction in

normal domain is required.

—

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Lv1 36

Record activities carried out to prevent bias from

entering.
— — — — — —

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Lv1 37

Check that there are sufficient training data and

test data for each analyzed case in the training

phase, validation phase, and so on.

— — — — — —

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Lv1 38

When sufficient training data cannot be acquired

for any case, review and loose the coverage

standards and record what should be checked

individually by system integration tests in line with

the original standards.

・When the amount of data in a specific range is

not sufficient, have you considered the possibility

that the classification and prediction accuracy of

that range could become low?

・ When the amount of data in a specific range is

not sufficient, recognize that the prediction

accuracy of that range could become low.

	 When the amount of data in a specific range is

not sufficient, keep in mind that the prediction

accuracy of that range could become low.

	 Recognize that if sufficient operation data for a

certain state cannot be obtained, the accuracy of

detecting deterioration deviating from that state

may be reduced.

	 Recognize that if sufficient normal data for a

certain range cannot be obtained, the accuracy of

detecting abnormality within that range may be

reduced.

ー

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Lv2 39

The following activities are carried out in addition

to those listed in Lv 1.
— — — — — —

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Lv2 40

Grasp an approximate probability of occurrence

for each attribute value or each case.
— — — — — —

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Lv2 41

Check if acquired data is not deviated from the

distribution.
— — — — — —

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Lv2 42

Positive check other than acquisition methods

should be made regarding the coverage of the

data included in each case.

— — — — — —

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Lv2 43

For example, in each case, when there is any

attribute not included in that case, extract the

distribution related to attribute and check if there is

no significant bias.

— — — — — —

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Lv3 44

Acquire certain indicators for coverage of data

included in each case in addition to those listed in

Lv 2.

— — — — — —

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Lv3 45

For example, check if there is no correlation

between data other than attribute values included

in combinations of cases using feature extraction

or any other technique.

— — — — — —

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Lv3 46

Or consider an expected distribution of attributes

not included in each case, and analyze and record

differences.

— — — — — —

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Common 47 —

・Did plant engineers on site confirm whether the

source of the data set was correct?
— —

・ Personnel with expertise who can make

appropriate judgments confirm whether the labels

of detereoration are correct.

— —

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Common 48 —

・Did you consider the handling of data in an

unsteady state, such as when starting up a plant

system?

— — — — —

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Common 49 —

・Did you consider the need to cover a wide

range of data in an operating state because the

state of a chemical plant changes constantly?

— — — — —

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Common 50 —

・When obtaining data by simulation, did you fully

examine the validity of the simulator?
— — — — —

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Common 51 —

・Does the data set incorporate the effect of

"disturbance" such as weather?
— — — —

・ Pay attention to whether the assumed data set

includes "disturbance" such as weather.

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Common 52 —

・Does the data set cover the data range of the

assumed attributes?

	 Pay attention to whether the range of data of

assumed attributes, such as contents, flow rate,

material, flow velocity and pressure of piping, is

covered.

・	 Consider measures to deal with blurred input

images, such as image blurring due to the

surrounding environment (e.g. sunlight, time) or in

drone photography.

・	 Pay attention to whether the data range of

each attribute of environmental factors is covered.

— — —

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Common 53 —

・When dealing with data under normal

conditions, did personnel with expertise who can

make appropriate judgments confirm that the data

was actually under normal conditions?

— — —

・	 Personnel with expertise who can make

appropriate judgments confirm that the data under

normal conditions is actually data under such

conditions.

—

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Common 54 —

・When learning human operations, procedures,

etc., isn't the case setting biased?
—

*This use case does not apply when data related

to human operations and procedures are not

utilized.

— —

・	 When learning the operations of experienced

operators, make sure that the case setting is not

biased.

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Common 55 —

・Did you check the basic statistics (e.g.

percentage of missing values/outliers,

mean/variance/covariance) for the data?

— — — — —

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Common 56 —

・When human annotation is required, did you

consider measures for managing it (e.g. recording

the annotation history)?

— — — — —

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Common 57 —

・Did you specifically check the quality of the test

data set (e.g. there is no outlier or missing value,

the label is correct, the person who labelled is

clear, and the date, place, and history of

acquisition is clear) in areas that are specifically

related to safety, such as normal/abnormal

judgment?

— — — — —

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Common 58 —

・Did you fully examine the validity of rule-based

programming for data augmentation (e.g. creating

data in which image data is made to be line

symmetric to compensate for the lack of data)?

— — — — —

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Common 59 —

・Did you evaluate the adequacy of the

augmented data? Did you evaluate whether the

development assumptions were appropriate for

the distribution and labeling of additional data

obtained during operation?

— — — — —

Entry

Date
Reference materials and information

Situation of

use

Internal quality requirements in “Machine Learning Quality Management Guideline 1st edition ”

Perspectives in the field of plant safety

Related “Use case-specific perspectives” (see Section 3.3 of the text)

Record of measures taken

(for development and implementation)



Annex “Perspectives in the Field of Plant Safety” Checklist for Internal Quality Assurance, Template for Reliability Records

Case: 0 *Automatic reflection from the main template

Internal quality axis

Required

level of

internal

quality

Requirement

No.
Internal quality requirements Prediction of pipe wall thickness Pipeline image diagnosis Equipment deterioration diagnosis

Detection and diagnosis of early signs of

abnormality
Optimization of operation

Entry

Date
Reference materials and information

Situation of

use

Internal quality requirements in “Machine Learning Quality Management Guideline 1st edition ”

Perspectives in the field of plant safety

Related “Use case-specific perspectives” (see Section 3.3 of the text)

Record of measures taken

(for development and implementation)

Data check
4 Uniformity of

datasets
LvE1 60

(Same as the previous section "Coverage of

datasets" Lv1.)
— — — — — —

Data check
4 Uniformity of

datasets
LvE1 61

Consider the source and method of acquiring test

datasets to ensure that no bias is found in

application situations.

・Did you pay attention to the source and method

of obtaining data sets at the plant?
— — — — —

Data check
4 Uniformity of

datasets
LvE1 62

Extract samples without bias from original data for

each case to ensure that no bias is found.

・When there is a bias in the amount of measured

value data, did you consider using a simulator?
— — — — —

Data check
4 Uniformity of

datasets
LvE1 63

Record activities carried out to prevent bias from

entering.
— — — — — —

Data check
4 Uniformity of

datasets
LvE1 64

Check that there are sufficient training data and

test data for each analyzed case in the training

phase, validation phase, and so on.

— — — — — —

Data check
4 Uniformity of

datasets
LvE1 65

When sufficient training data cannot be acquired

for any case, review and loose the coverage

standards and record what should be checked

individually by system integration tests in line with

the original standards.

・When the amount of data in a specific range is

not sufficient, have you considered the possibility

that the classification and prediction accuracy of

that range could become low?

	 When the amount of data in a specific range is

not sufficient, recognize that the prediction

accuracy of that range could become low.

	 When the amount of data in a specific range is

not sufficient, keep in mind that the prediction

accuracy of that range could become low.

・	Recognize that if sufficient operation data for a

certain state cannot be obtained, the accuracy of

detecting deterioration deviating from that state

may be reduced.

・ Recognize that if sufficient normal data for a

certain range cannot be obtained, the accuracy of

detecting abnormality within that range may be

reduced.

ー

Data check
4 Uniformity of

datasets
LvE2 66

Same as Lv 2 in “Coverage of datasets” in the

previous section.
— — — — — —

Data check
4 Uniformity of

datasets
LvE2 67

The following activities are carried out in addition

to those listed in Lv 1.
— — — — — —

Data check
4 Uniformity of

datasets
LvE2 68

Grasp an approximate probability of occurrence

for each attribute value or each case.
— — — — — —

Data check
4 Uniformity of

datasets
LvE2 69

Check if acquired data is not deviated from the

distribution.
— — — — — —

Data check
4 Uniformity of

datasets
LvE2 70

Positive check other than acquisition methods

should be made regarding the coverage of the

data included in each case.

— — — — — —

Data check
4 Uniformity of

datasets
LvE2 71

For example, in each case, when there is any

attribute not included in that case, extract the

distribution related to attribute and check if there is

no significant bias.

— — — — — —

Data check
4 Uniformity of

datasets
LvE2 72

However, assumed probabilities of occurrence are

compared with the whole sets of assumed events.
— — — — — —

Data check
4 Uniformity of

datasets
LvS1 73

Regarding the amount of data for each case

considered in L1 of the previous

section, explicitly check if there is a sufficient

amount of data for risk cases.

— — — — — —

Data check
4 Uniformity of

datasets
LvS1 74

When data of rare cases is insufficient for training,

comparing the amount of the whole sets of

training data with a probability of occurrence of

rare cases, consider focusing on learning of rare

cases. However, especially when Lv E2 is

required, with prioritized, the impact of reduced

training of other cases on whole system quality

should be considered.

— — — — — —

Data check
4 Uniformity of

datasets
LvS2 75

In addition to what is listed in Lv S1, estimate and

design in advance the amount of data of each

case, based on the estimated probability of

occurrence for each risk event / case.

— — — — — —

Data check
4 Uniformity of

datasets
Common 76 —

・Did plant engineers on site confirm that there

was no bias in the test data set for each case?
— — — — —

Data check
4 Uniformity of

datasets
Common 77 —

・Did you consider the possibility that data

characteristics, including the frequency of data

generation, may change due to equipment

switching, maintenance, etc.?

— — — — —

Data check
4 Uniformity of

datasets
Common 78 —

・Did you pay attention to linking with the plant

operation data as the data collection interval could

be several months or years?

— — — — —

Data check
4 Uniformity of

datasets
Common 79 —

・Did you confirm that the data within the

assumed range was obtained without bias?

・	 Pay attention to ensure that the amount of

data for each range of data to be covered by the

abovementioned attributes is sufficient.

・	 Pay attention to ensure that the amount of

data for each range of data to be covered by the

abovementioned attributes is sufficient.

・ Obtain operation data in various states without

bias assumed as "No deterioration"

・	 Obtain data without bias in various ranges (e.g.

daytime/night, steady/unsteady, seasonal

differences) assumed as normal data.

—

Data check
4 Uniformity of

datasets
Common 80 —

・When the data has biases, have you assessed

selection bias, information bias, and confounding

problems and risks? Have you removed or

corrected outliers or missing values based on the

acceptance and elimination policy?

— — — — —



Annex “Perspectives in the Field of Plant Safety” Checklist for Internal Quality Assurance, Template for Reliability Records

Case: 0 *Automatic reflection from the main template

Internal quality axis

Required

level of

internal

quality

Requirement

No.
Internal quality requirements Prediction of pipe wall thickness Pipeline image diagnosis Equipment deterioration diagnosis

Detection and diagnosis of early signs of

abnormality
Optimization of operation

Learning
5 Correctness of

the trained model
Lv1 81

Prepare a test dataset by taking into account the

coverage of data and the past experiences, e.g.,

obtained in the proof of concept (POC) stage.

— — — — — —

Learning
5 Correctness of

the trained model
Lv1 82

Decide and explain how to ensure the quality of

the test dataset, such as excluding outliers and

modifying incorrect labels.

— — — — — —

Learning
5 Correctness of

the trained model
Lv1 83

Prepare a training dataset in an analogous way to

the test dataset. Note that the training dataset

may not necessarily follow the same distribution

as the test dataset.

— — — — — —

Learning
5 Correctness of

the trained model
Lv1 84

Decide and record how to deal with the incorrect

behavior of a trained model (e.g., false

negative/false positive in the test) before the

validation phase.

・Did you consider the allowable level of

misjudgment based on the assumed use on site in

the field of plant safety?

— — —

・In this case, a certain amount of false detection

can be tolerated, but since the amount and types

of abnormal data that can be used for the test are

limited, it is preferable for false detection rate to

be as close to zero as possible.

・ In the case of "Assumption that no safety

function is required from the presentation of

operating parameters by ML components (when

operating parameters are presented that exceed

the assumed specifications of the equipment, they

are not reflected in the operation by external

safety mechanisms and operator judgment)," it is

not required to consider "Keeping the permissible

level of output of parameters leading to dangerous

operation as close to zero as possible." Based on

the SIL assessment, etc., determine the required

level for the ML components by appropriately

assigningthe safety functions to the ML

components and other systems.

Learning
5 Correctness of

the trained model
Lv1 85

If a machine learning component is required to

satisfy fairness, decide and record the methods

and criteria to evaluate fairness before the

validation phase.

・("Fairness" is outside the scope of the

Guidelines)
— — — — —

Learning
5 Correctness of

the trained model
Lv2 86 All the requirements listed in Lv 1. — — — — — —

Learning
5 Correctness of

the trained model
Lv2 87

Provide certain evidence to show the correctness

of labels in the training, validation, and test

datasets.

— — — — — —

Learning
5 Correctness of

the trained model
Lv2 88

Decide and explain methods and criteria to

validate the trained model (e.g., accuracy and its

threshold) before the validation phase.

— — — — — —

Learning
5 Correctness of

the trained model
Lv2 89

Test the trained model using the given test dataset

and additional test data (e.g., generated by data

augmentation techniques).

— — — — — —

Learning
5 Correctness of

the trained model
Lv2 90

If possible, analyze internal information on the

trained model (e.g., the neuron coverage to

evaluate the adequacy of testing).

— — — — — —

Learning
5 Correctness of

the trained model
Lv3 91 All the requirements listed in Lv 2. — — — — — —

Learning
5 Correctness of

the trained model
Lv3 92

Perform the validation/testing of the whole system

(e.g., integration tests), especially by focusing on

risky cases.

— — — — — —

Learning
5 Correctness of

the trained model
Lv3 93

Reflect in the test plan the measures to be taken

for the requirements of ML components during

product-level testing, centering on the high-risk

cases in particular (considered in 2 Coverage for

distinguished problem cases), and monitor and

check the coverage thereof.

— — — — — —

Learning
5 Correctness of

the trained model
Common 94 —

・Have you agreed with the concerned parties

(e.g. plant operator, engineering company) on the

accuracy evaluation criteria for the model?

— — — — —

Learning
5 Correctness of

the trained model
Common 95 —

・Did you test the quality before the start of

operation even when using reinforcement

learning?

— — — —

・	 Even if reinforcement learning is used, meet

the requirements of "Correctness of the trained

model" by conducting tests before the start of

operation.

Learning
5 Correctness of

the trained model
Common 96 —

・Did you consider that the correct value that

should be given depends on the problem, such as

the label for identification problems and the value

for regression problems?

— — — — —

Learning
5 Correctness of

the trained model
Common 97 —

・Are data for training and testing used for cross-

validation and generalization performance, etc.

and validation data separated and managed

independently? Are data for re-learning and

additional learning managed in the same manner?

— — — — —

Learning
5 Correctness of

the trained model
Common 98 —

・Have the accuracy and the residual error of loss

function sufficiently converged after learning?

Have the precision, recall, and F-measure

reached the target level?

— — — — —

Learning
5 Correctness of

the trained model
Common 99 —

・Aren’t the accuracy and the residual error of

loss function of the learning/re-learning process

showing abnormal changes?

— — — — —

Learning
5 Correctness of

the trained model
Common 100 —

・Have you clarified the basis for selecting the AI

algorithm and distillation or non-distillation, and the

basis for setting hyperparameters? Have you

explained and agreed on the rationale for

algorithm selection among users and vendors?

— — — — —

Learning
5 Correctness of

the trained model
Common 101 —

・Did you check the need to reduce the size of

the learning data set or learned models? At that

time, did you consider how much performance

deterioration would be tolerated?

— — — — —

Learning
6 Stability of the

trained model
Lv1 102

Record the concrete techniques applied to

improve the generalization

performance of a trained model (e.g., cross

validation and regularization are widely

used to prevent overfitting to the training data).

— — — — — —

Learning
6 Stability of the

trained model
Lv1 103

In Lv1, it is recommended to apply techniques

such as cross-validation and regularization, which

are widely used to prevent overlearning.

— — — — — —

Entry

Date
Reference materials and information

Situation of

use

Internal quality requirements in “Machine Learning Quality Management Guideline 1st edition ”

Perspectives in the field of plant safety

Related “Use case-specific perspectives” (see Section 3.3 of the text)

Record of measures taken

(for development and implementation)



Annex “Perspectives in the Field of Plant Safety” Checklist for Internal Quality Assurance, Template for Reliability Records

Case: 0 *Automatic reflection from the main template

Internal quality axis

Required

level of

internal

quality

Requirement

No.
Internal quality requirements Prediction of pipe wall thickness Pipeline image diagnosis Equipment deterioration diagnosis

Detection and diagnosis of early signs of

abnormality
Optimization of operation

Entry

Date
Reference materials and information

Situation of

use

Internal quality requirements in “Machine Learning Quality Management Guideline 1st edition ”

Perspectives in the field of plant safety

Related “Use case-specific perspectives” (see Section 3.3 of the text)

Record of measures taken

(for development and implementation)

Learning
6 Stability of the

trained model
Lv2 104

Record the evaluation results of stability by using

neighboring data.
— — — — — —

Learning
6 Stability of the

trained model
Lv2 105

In the evaluation of stability at Lv2, it is required to

use some synthetic data obtained by adding a

small amount of noise to the learning datasets. In

particular, it is recommended to apply techniques

to prevent attacks based on adversarial examples;

e.g., robustness evaluation using adversarial

examples, adversarial training to train a robust

model, and dynamic detection of adversarial

examples. Currently, these new methods are still

being studied and developed in academic

research, but might be applied to system

development more effectively in the future.

— — — — — —

Learning
6 Stability of the

trained model
Lv3 106

Provide formal guarantee to the stability for

neighboring data.
— — — — — —

Learning
6 Stability of the

trained model
Lv3 107

At Lv 3, it is required to formally guarantee a

certain level of stability for neighboring data. For

example, methods for certifying adversarial

robustness have been studied recently and might

be used in system development in the future.

— — — — — —

Learning
6 Stability of the

trained model
Common 108 —

・Did you consider the need to pay attention to

the stability of near-field data of learning data sets,

especially in chemical plants, due to the high

uncertainty of generated data?

— — — — —

Learning
6 Stability of the

trained model
Common 109 —

・Did you consider that paying attention to stability

is necessary for plants with new products added

frequently, as the data generated lies mostly near

the training dataset?

—

*This use case does not apply when data on

product characteristics (type, contents, etc.) are

not utilized.

— — —

Learning
6 Stability of the

trained model
Common 110 —

・Have you discussed and aligned on what

generalization performance measurements are

appropriate?

— — — — —

Learning
6 Stability of the

trained model
Common 111 —

・Have you clearly defined the target value of

generalization performance? Isn’t the

generalization performance of the AI model after

learning significantly deteriorated compared with

the accuracy during learning?

— — — — —

Learning
6 Stability of the

trained model
Common 112 —

・Have you decided how to measure

generalization performance? When using cross-

validation, do you secure a variation of the

learning data set to be used?

— — — — —

Learning
6 Stability of the

trained model
Common 113 —

・Do you identify noise candidates that affect AI?

Specifically, do you select error factors and

analyze their effects? Is there a case where noise

candidates cause a significant deterioration in the

performance of the AI model?

— — — — —



Annex “Perspectives in the Field of Plant Safety” Checklist for Internal Quality Assurance, Template for Reliability Records

Case: 0 *Automatic reflection from the main template

Internal quality axis

Required

level of

internal

quality

Requirement

No.
Internal quality requirements Prediction of pipe wall thickness Pipeline image diagnosis Equipment deterioration diagnosis

Detection and diagnosis of early signs of

abnormality
Optimization of operation

Implementation

and operation

7 Reliability of

underlying

software systems

Lv1 114

Select reliable software used for the machine

learning system, and record the process of this

selection.

・When using a simulator, have you checked the

track record and recorded the selection process?
— — — — —

Implementation

and operation

7 Reliability of

underlying

software systems

Lv1 115
Monitor the system’s operation to check and

update the selected software.

・When using a simulator, is it possible to monitor

and correct defects?
— — — — —

Implementation

and operation

7 Reliability of

underlying

software systems

Lv1 116

Examine in advance the impact of differences

between the environment in the training/test

phases and the environment in the actual

operation phase.

— — — — — —

Implementation

and operation

7 Reliability of

underlying

software systems

Lv2 117
Evaluate the reliability of the software used for the

system by testing.

・When using a simulator, have you self-

evaluated its reliability through inspections,

experiments, etc.?

— — — — —

Implementation

and operation

7 Reliability of

underlying

software systems

Lv2 118
If possible, use software whose reliability is SIL 1

or equivalent.
— — — — — —

Implementation

and operation

7 Reliability of

underlying

software systems

Lv2 119
Prepare for the maintenance of software during its

operation.

・When using a simulator, do you have a

maintenance system in place?
— — — — —

Implementation

and operation

7 Reliability of

underlying

software systems

Lv2 120

In the validation and test phases, conduct

validation tests in an environment that simulates

the environment used in the actual operation

phase. Alternatively, validate the consistency of

operations of the trained model between in the

test phase and the actual operation phase.

— — — — — —

Implementation

and operation

7 Reliability of

underlying

software systems

Lv3 121
Check the quality of software for SIL 1 (or a higher

SIL level when required by the system).
— — — — — —

Implementation

and operation

7 Reliability of

underlying

software systems

Lv3 122

Perform testing or formal verification of the

behaviors of the trained model in an actual

environment.

— — — — — —

Implementation

and operation

7 Reliability of

underlying

software systems

Lv3 123

Check the consistency of those models and

operations in an actual environment in any stage

after integration tests.

— — — — — —

Implementation

and operation

7 Reliability of

underlying

software systems

Common 124 —

・Did you give consideration to keep the

computational effort of ML components at an

appropriate level for the following cases?

- When computational resources are limited due

to a special environment or device (when

calculating with an edge device, a special PC,

etc.)

- When other processes are running on the same

device and they cannot be affected, etc.

— — — — —

Implementation

and operation

7 Reliability of

underlying

software systems

Common 125 —

・When assessing the system, is unit testing

against external libraries or system testing

including external libraries performed?

— — — — —

Implementation

and operation

7 Reliability of

underlying

software systems

Common 126 —

・Have you agreed on the specific scope of

responsibility for defects with your library

suppliers?

— — — — —

Implementation

and operation

7 Reliability of

underlying

software systems

Common 127 —

・Do you use software considering the update

frequency and support period of various types of

software such as OS and OSS? Have you

decided what to do with software updates and

what to do when support ends?

— — — — —

Implementation

and operation

7 Reliability of

underlying

software systems

Common 128 —

・Do you update systems along with software

updates such as OS and OSS, especially when

security updates are available?

— — — — —

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Lv1 129

Examine in advance how to respond to notable

system quality deterioration caused by changes in

external environment.

・Did you extract "Changes in the external

environment" in the plant field?

　-Plant repairs, aging, changes in operating

conditions, etc.

— — — — —

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Lv1 130

In the case where online learning is given,

examine in advance the impact of unexpected

quality deterioration and take measures from the

system side such as the limitation of operation

range if necessary.

— — — — — —

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Lv1 131

When additional learning is given off-line, quality

management in line with the previous seven

paragraph should be introduced.

— — — — — —

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Lv2 132

Monitor system quality deterioration and

misjudgments by comparing with operation results

within the range permitted by system use. It is

necessary to sufficiently examine factors other

than product quality such as privacy at the time of

monitoring.

・Did you extract "Factors other than product

quality" in the plant field?

　- Degree of data disclosure from plant

operators to AI vendors, etc.

— — — — —

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Lv2 133

When online learning is given, regularly monitor

additional learning results by any method. When

any deviation from the requirements for

performance is found as a result of monitoring, an

immediate handling should be taken.

— — — — — —

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Lv2 134

When additional learning is given off-line, conduct

“regression tests on quality deterioration” with test

datasets used in the system development stage to

check if the quality has been maintained prior to

updates. Update test datasets using

the same method used in the system

development stage where necessary.

— — — — — —

Entry

Date
Reference materials and informationSituation of use

Internal quality requirements in “Machine Learning Quality Management Guideline 1st edition ”

Perspectives in the field of plant safety

Related “Use case-specific perspectives” (see Section 3.3 of the text)

Record of measures taken

(for development and implementation)

Record of measures taken

(for operation)



Annex “Perspectives in the Field of Plant Safety” Checklist for Internal Quality Assurance, Template for Reliability Records

Case: 0 *Automatic reflection from the main template

Internal quality axis

Required

level of

internal

quality

Requirement

No.
Internal quality requirements Prediction of pipe wall thickness Pipeline image diagnosis Equipment deterioration diagnosis

Detection and diagnosis of early signs of

abnormality
Optimization of operation

Entry

Date
Reference materials and informationSituation of use

Internal quality requirements in “Machine Learning Quality Management Guideline 1st edition ”

Perspectives in the field of plant safety

Related “Use case-specific perspectives” (see Section 3.3 of the text)

Record of measures taken

(for development and implementation)

Record of measures taken

(for operation)

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Lv3 135

Make sure to establish measures for monitoring

system quality, including an operational system,

compatible to privacy.

— — — — — —

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Lv3 136

When online learning is given, before the results of

additional learning are reflected on systems,

implement a mechanism to check quality to some

extent within those systems so that updates are

suspended if it becomes impossible to ignore

unexpected quality deterioration. Make sure to

ensure measures for making updates and

modifications off-line.

— — — — — —

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Lv3 137

When additional learning is given off-line, the

quality should be managed using data collected

from operation, test datasets used for the initial

system building and test datasets updated on a

regular basis using the same method.

— — — — — —

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 138 —

・Do you have a system in place for re-learning

and accuracy re-verification of models to ensure

the Maintainability of qualities in use?

— — — — —

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 139 —

・Did you check with plant engineers on site

whether the quality monitoring system for

operation is appropriate?

— — — — —

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 140 —

・Did you pay attention to the possibility that the

characteristics of the generated data may change

due to maintenance, such as replacement or

adjustment of parts or modification of equipment?

— —

・ Note that when the type of the equipment is

replaced, it may be necessary to take measures

such as re-learning and switching of the learning

model.

— —

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 141 —

・Did you consider a monitoring system for

understanding changes in data characteristics?
— — — —

・	 Monitor the evaluation of optimum values on a

regular and continuous basis to check for

abnormalities.

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 142 —

・Did you confirm that re-learning and accuracy

re-verification of the model are necessary

because it is likely that the characteristics of the

generated data will change if the component

values of the product change?

—

*This use case does not apply when data on

product characteristics (type, contents, etc.) are

not utilized.

・ Ensure that quality is maintained when entering

product component values of changing product

component values.

— —

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 143 —

・Did you confirm that re-learning and accuracy

re-verification of the model are necessary when

the assumptions surrounding the equipment or

operating procedures change?

— —

・	 Check if there are any deviations from

assumptions such as environmental factors that

were assumed at the beginning, including not only

the target equipment itself but also surrounding

conditions.

・ Since changes in the external environment (e.g.

sunlight, wind direction) have a particularly large

impact on ML components in chemical plants, pay

attention to changes that affect the external

environment of the target equipment, even if they

are not changes of the equipment, such as

removal or modification of adjacent equipment.

・	 When a change is made to equipment or

operating procedures, update the model because

it will affect the output of ML components.

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 144 —

・Did you consider periodically verifying the

accuracy of data collected during operation?
—

・ Verify accuracy using an image photographed

during the operation phase. Record the results of

visual inspections performed upon AI's decision,

and compare these results to the results of

aforementioned verification. If the judgment

accuracy is low, perform a thorough check on

input image and model used in the verification.

— — —

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 145 —

・When aging is expected to progress quickly, did

you design the frequency of accuracy verification

and tuning of the learning model accordingly?

— — —

・	 Expect aging to progress depending on the

production load of the target equipment and

design the frequency of accuracy verification and

tuning of the learning model accordingly.

—

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 146 —

・Did you confirm that accuracy verification and

tuning of the learning model are necessary each

time when the target equipment is repaired on a

large scale (not aging)?

— — —

・	 Accuracy verification and tuning of the learning

model are necessary each time when the target

equipment is repaired on a large scale (not aging).

—

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 147 —

・Did you check the accuracy, etc. of ML

components based on a comparison with the

results of conventional methods that do not rely on

machine learning or actual results?

・	 Based on the judgment of whether or not

replacement is necessary using the existing

method, the actual condition of piping at the time

of replacement, and others, verify the actual

accuracy and the presence of oversight.

— — — —

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 148 —

In particular, when accuracy needs to be

maintained, did you prepare for change

management after the start of operation by

organizing assumptions and training data when

constructing a model in advance?

・ As maintaining accuracy is vital in this case, it is

crucial to keep extensive records of background

information on model construction and types of

training data. Consult these records every time

changes are to be made after operation begins.

— — — —

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 149 —

Did you consider limiting the output range of ML

components as needed?
— — — —

・	 As stability may be impaired if operating

conditions are pursued to the limit with respect to

the optimization target, take measures such as

limiting the output range of ML components.

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 150 —

Did you check the assumptions (e.g. assumed

output range, equipment condition setting) to

check the quality during operation?

— — — —

・	 Confirm that the equipment is operated within

the expected interpolation range of the assumed

raw material (e.g. crude oil type).

・	 Confirm the output quality of ML components

by considering various conditions (e.g. initial

period of/end of reaction, operating conditions,

raw materials, quality requirements, allowable time

for startup and shutdown) of equipment under

operation.

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 151 —

・Do you have a system in place to record data

that can only be collected in actual operation? Did

you secure data for errors and diversity found

during operation?

— — — — —

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 152 —

・Do you identify any bias that is different from

when the operational data was introduced, and

analyze the background? Are the grounds and

measures for removing and correcting outliers and

missing values based on the acceptance and

elimination policy? Are you prepared to maintain

the system?

— — — — —

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 153 —

・Do you monitor the quality of input data, such as

monitoring whether the data to update the model

is out of the assumed data range?

— — — — —



Annex “Perspectives in the Field of Plant Safety” Checklist for Internal Quality Assurance, Template for Reliability Records

Case: 0 *Automatic reflection from the main template

Internal quality axis

Required

level of

internal

quality

Requirement

No.
Internal quality requirements Prediction of pipe wall thickness Pipeline image diagnosis Equipment deterioration diagnosis

Detection and diagnosis of early signs of

abnormality
Optimization of operation

Entry

Date
Reference materials and informationSituation of use

Internal quality requirements in “Machine Learning Quality Management Guideline 1st edition ”

Perspectives in the field of plant safety

Related “Use case-specific perspectives” (see Section 3.3 of the text)

Record of measures taken

(for development and implementation)

Record of measures taken

(for operation)

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 154 —

・After the start of operation, do you extract

factors that affect performance and set

performance targets with margins? Does the

design allow humans or an AI system to judge the

detection of performance deterioration?

— — — — —

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 155 —

・Did you decide on a validation method that is

still applicable when the training dataset increases

in variation?

— — — — —

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 156 —

・As a result of re-learning due to changes in the

characteristics of the training data, addition of

output, etc., is the performance deterioration

before re-training acceptable?

— — — — —

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 157 —

・When updating the AI model automatically

rather than manually, can you fully check that

characteristic and performance changes of the

model are acceptable?

— — — — —

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 158 —

・For the data fed back to learning, is it possible

to prevent the inclusion of inappropriate data (e.g.

input data in operations obtained from a

population different from the learning data in

learning, outliers of input data) that can lead to

performance degradation? Or, is there a

mechanism to eliminate inappropriate data before

learning?

— — — — —

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 159 —

・Regarding the input data used for inference in

operation, is there a mechanism in place to

eliminate abnormality that can lead to an abnormal

behavior or inappropriate data (e.g. input data in

operation obtained from a population different

from the learning data in learning, outliers of input

data)?

— — — — —

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 160 —

・Did you consider a method of delivering a

model that has completed re-learning?
— — — — —

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 161 —

・Do you have a mechanism in place to roll back

quickly when an abnormality occurs in a released

AI program?

— — — — —



Annex “Perspectives in the Field of Plant Safety” Checklist for Internal Quality Assurance, Template for Reliability Records

Case: (Example) *Automatic reflection from the main template

Internal quality axis

Required

level of

internal

quality

Requirement

No.
Internal quality requirements Prediction of pipe wall thickness Pipeline diagnostic imaging Equipment deterioration diagnosis

Detection and diagnosis of early signs of

abnormality
Optimization of operation

data quality

design

1 Sufficiency of

requirement

analysis

Lv1 1
Examine and record the major cause of possible

deterioration of quality

・Did you consider the following as "Major risks of

quality deterioration" and "Causes thereof" in the

plant field?

　- Environmental changes: Season, weather, day

and night, temperature, location, etc.

　- Changes in product characteristics: Types,

components, etc.

　- Changes in the state of plant: Start-up, normal

operation, etc.

— — — — —

(October 8, 2020)

・Since this AI only assumes steady operation,

data during an unsteady operation leads to the risk

of quality deterioration such as deterioration in

accuracy.

・Unsteady operation: Start-up, shutdown,

trouble, oil type change

data quality

design

1 Sufficiency of

requirement

analysis

Lv1 2

Based on the examination results, design data and

reflect it in necessary

attributes.

・Did you design data based on the results of

assessment of "Causes of possible deterioration

of quality" in the plant field?

— — — — —

(October 8, 2020)

・Limit the data to be collected by a simulator to

the data during steady operation in constructing a

data set for learning.

・Separately collect data during steady operation

and data during unsteady operation by a simulator

in constructing a data set for verification.

data quality

design

1 Sufficiency of

requirement

analysis

Lv2 3

Analyze risks of deterioration of quality in use in

overall system and their impact with a certain level

of engineering coverage and record the results in

documents.

・As for analysis with a certain engineering

coverage, did you use existing information (if any)

related to SIL assessment of overall safety-related

systems and engineering risk analysis such as

FTA, STAMP/STPA?

・When existing engineering analysis is not

available, did you perform a new analysis with a

certain degree of coverage?

— — — — —

(October 8, 2020)

・Referred to the results of SIL assessment of

this plant system carried out three years ago. This

AI does not automatically change the parameters

of particular equipment of the system, but rather

provides reference information to operators.

Therefore, it is judged that the risk of deterioration

in the quality of use of the entire system will not be

reduced.

data quality

design

1 Sufficiency of

requirement

analysis

Lv2 4

Analyze if any measure is required for each of

those risks, and analyze attributes related to the

risk which are contained in an input to machine

learning components.

— — — — — —

(October 8, 2020)

・Analyze the "risk of loss of accuracy" caused by

unsteady operation data. List "Temperature" and

"Oil type" as input attributes (variables).

data quality

design

1 Sufficiency of

requirement

analysis

Lv2 5

Analyze and record the application-specific

characteristics of environments which will

generate machine learning input, with regards to

the difficulty for machine learning and other

aspects.

— — — — — —

(October 8, 2020)

・In this usage environment, "Temperature" has a

significant impact on the reaction of the products

produced. In machine learning, outside

temperature may become a disturbance, and it is

difficult to prepare data for learning depending on

how far to assume outside temperature with

limited past data.

data quality

design

1 Sufficiency of

requirement

analysis

Lv2 6

Examine sets of attributes and attribute values,

based on the results of those analysis and record

the background of such decisions.

— — — — — —

data quality

design

1 Sufficiency of

requirement

analysis

Lv3 7
The following activities are carried out in addition

to those listed in Lv 2.
— — — — — —

data quality

design

1 Sufficiency of

requirement

analysis

Lv3 8

Investigate documents on own past examination

results and those of others with regard to

elements to be extracted as characteristics of

system environment and record the background of

examinations leading to the extraction of

necessary subsets.

・Did you consider the following as elements to

be considered as characteristics of the usage

environment" in the plant field?

　- Environmental changes: Season, weather, day

and night, temperature, location, etc.

　- Changes in product characteristics: Types,

components, etc.

　- Changes in the state of plant: Start-up, normal

operation, etc.

— — — — —

data quality

design

1 Sufficiency of

requirement

analysis

Lv3 9

Investigate past examination results in line with

application fields of systems with regard to

deterioration risks of qualities in use of overall

systems and record the examination results

including the background of selection.

— — — — — —

data quality

design

1 Sufficiency of

requirement

analysis

Lv3 10

Moreover, extract deterioration risks of qualities in

use of overall systems using engineering analysis

such as Fault Tree Analysis and record their

results.

・As “engineering analysis,” did you conduct SIL

assessment of overall safety-related systems and

an analysis of engineering risks such as FTA,

STAMP/STPA? (mandatory for Lv3)

— — — — —

data quality

design

1 Sufficiency of

requirement

analysis

Common 11 —

・Did you have plant engineers on site conduct a

requirements analysis to analyze whether all

usage conditions at the plant are covered?

— — — — —

data quality

design

1 Sufficiency of

requirement

analysis

Common 12 —

・In the case of AI that uses a camera for

recognition, did you narrow down the locations

and conditions of the equipment to be

recognized?

*This use case does not apply when recognition is

not performed by a camera or other means.

・	 When handling piping that is wrapped with

insulation, be aware that the deterioration of

insulation will be the target, not the deterioration of

the piping itself.

*This use case does not apply when recognition is

not performed by a camera or other means.

*This use case does not apply when recognition is

not performed by a camera or other means.

*This use case does not apply when recognition is

not performed by a camera or other means.

data quality

design

1 Sufficiency of

requirement

analysis

Common 13 —

・In the case of AI that detects and predicts

changes in equipment conditions, did you narrow

down the locations and conditions to be detected

and predicted?

・	 As a type of corrosion affects the development

of "Coverage for distinguished problem cases"

and "Coverage of datasets," narrow down the

scope to the specific type of corrosion.

—

・Determine the range of component values of

products to be considered that vary with

processing conditions. This includes not only the

case where the product to be processed is

different, but also the case when the fluid* and the

process changes.

*Changes in the distribution of mixed flow/multi-

phase flows, etc.

・ Since the evaluation of "Coverage for

distinguished problem cases" and "Coverage of

datasets" is affected by types and location of

targeted abnormality, specify the requirements

including tｙpes and location.	

—

data quality

design

1 Sufficiency of

requirement

analysis

Common 14 —

・When the requirements include an explanation

of engineering cause and effect, did you check to

see if it is mandatory for the ML based system?

— — —

・ Even if a causal relationship in an engineering

sense between the detection of an abnormality

and the related variables is not accounted for, it is

acceptable to use the suggested relationship for

inferrence.

—

Entry

Date
Reference materials and information

Situation of

use

Internal quality requirements in “Machine Learning Quality Management Guideline 1st edition”

Perspectives in the field of plant safety

Related “Use case-specific perspectives” (see Section 3.3 of the text)

Record of measures taken

(for development and implementation)



Annex “Perspectives in the Field of Plant Safety” Checklist for Internal Quality Assurance, Template for Reliability Records

Case: (Example) *Automatic reflection from the main template

Internal quality axis

Required

level of

internal

quality

Requirement

No.
Internal quality requirements Prediction of pipe wall thickness Pipeline diagnostic imaging Equipment deterioration diagnosis

Detection and diagnosis of early signs of

abnormality
Optimization of operation

Entry

Date
Reference materials and information

Situation of

use

Internal quality requirements in “Machine Learning Quality Management Guideline 1st edition”

Perspectives in the field of plant safety

Related “Use case-specific perspectives” (see Section 3.3 of the text)

Record of measures taken

(for development and implementation)

data quality

design

1 Sufficiency of

requirement

analysis

Common 15 —

・Can you secure the amount of data not only for

learning but also for cross-validation and a

generalization performance check?

— — — — —

data quality

design

1 Sufficiency of

requirement

analysis

Common 16 —

・Do user companies provide data that will help

you resolve issues? Or, is it possible to generate

and acquire such data?

— — — — —

data quality

design

1 Sufficiency of

requirement

analysis

Common 17 —

・Is the number of explanatory variables and

causality in the learning data set too complex or

too simple to model an issue? Do you also

consider multicollinearity?

— — — — —

data quality

design

1 Sufficiency of

requirement

analysis

Common 18 —

・Regarding the input data in operation, has the

necessity of a mechanism to detect and eliminate

inappropriate data that may lead to abnormal

behavior been considered? (Example: Input data

in operation obtained from a population different

from the learning data in learning and outliers of

input data.)

— — — — —

data quality

design

1 Sufficiency of

requirement

analysis

Common 19 —

・Do you have a process or system in place that

allows you to incorporate the experience of

existing AI applications as a technology into the

next development?

— — — — —

data quality

design

2 Coverage for

distinguished

problem cases

Lv1 20
Set cases for each of attributes corresponding to

major risk factors.
— — — — — —

(October 8, 2020)

・As summarized in "Sufficiency of requirements

analysis," data during unsteady operation leads to

the risk of deterioration in accuracy (quality

deterioration). Specific attributes are as follows.

　- Cases of unsteady operation : Start-up,

shutdown, trouble, oil type change

　- Variables to determine unsteady operation:

"Temperature," "Oil type"

data quality

design

2 Coverage for

distinguished

problem cases

Lv1 21
Moreover, set cases corresponding to

combinations of composite risk factors.
— — — — — —

(October 8, 2020)

・With respect to a combination of cases, the

following cases can be considered.

　- "Start-up" after "Oil type change"

　- "Shutdown" when a "Trouble" occurs and

subsequent "Start-up"

data quality

design

2 Coverage for

distinguished

problem cases

Lv1 22

Furthermore, extract attributes of differences in

particularly-important environmental factors and

prepare cases corresponding to combinations with

serious risk factors.

・Did you extract "Environmental factors" in the

plant field?

　- External environment: Weather, temperature,

location, etc.

　- Production process: Production load,

operating procedures, etc.

・	 "Environmental factors" in this context refer to

climate, salinity (regional characteristics such as

distance from the sea and wind direction), and

others.

・	 "Environmental factors" in this context refer to

sunlight, weather, seasons, time of day, and

others.

・	 In order to cope with image blurring, it is

possible to absorb it by using a model, but

ascertain the possibility of increasing complexity

and uncertainty of the system.

・	 "Environmental factors" in this context refer to

location, operating environment, temperature and

humidity, operating method, raw materials,

utilities, etc.

・	 "Environmental factors" in this context refer to

factors which affect the detection of abnormality

(e.g. production load, production lot).

・	 "Environmental factors" in this context refer to

operating procedures, raw materials, and others.

(October 8, 2020)

・"Environmental factors" in this context refer to

“production load,” “operating procedures,” and

“raw materials.” Summarize the relationship

between major patterns and risk factors. Record

the results of the summary in “Environmental

factor and risk factor analysis.xlsx.”

(October 8, 2020)

Environmental factor and risk factor

analysis.xlsx

data quality

design

2 Coverage for

distinguished

problem cases

Lv2 23 Satisfy all requirements listed in Lv 1. — — — — — — —

data quality

design

2 Coverage for

distinguished

problem cases

Lv2 24

Particularly-important risk factors should satisfy, in

principle, the standards for pair-wise coverage. To

be more specific, a case of combining “an

attribute value of combination of those factors”

and “individual attribute values included in all

attributes other than those to which the attribute

value belongs” should be included.

— — — — — —

(October 8, 2020)

・Analyzed the risk factors for the case of

attribute value of the combination of

"environmental factors" and combination of other

attribute value of "environmental factors." Record

the results of the analysis in “Environmental factor

and risk factor analysis.xlsx.”

(October 8, 2020)

Environmental factor and risk factor

analysis.xlsx

data quality

design

2 Coverage for

distinguished

problem cases

Lv3 25

Based on engineering consideration, set

standards for coverage of attributes and establish

sets of combinations of attribute values that

satisfied standards for coverage as cases.

— — — — — —

data quality

design

2 Coverage for

distinguished

problem cases

Lv3 26

The level of strictness of the standards for

coverage (pair-wise coverage, triple�wise

coverage, etc.) should be set taking into account

system usage and risk severity. Standards can be

set individually for each risk where necessary.

— — — — — —

data quality

design

2 Coverage for

distinguished

problem cases

Common 27 —

・Did plant engineers on site check the case to

see if the attributes related to the risk factors were

extracted?

— — — — —

data quality

design

2 Coverage for

distinguished

problem cases

Common 28 —

・In the case of AI that uses a camera for

recognition, did you consider that the range of

data and the ease of data acquisition will change

depending on the location and material of the

equipment to be recognized?

*This use case does not apply when recognition is

not performed by a camera or other means.

・	 As the color of the piping itself may be covered

due to painting or anti-rust painting, ensure

accuracy by considering these differences.

・	 Keep in mind that there are cases where it is

not possible to directly confirm the outer surface of

the piping by images, such as when there is snow

accumulation on the piping.

*This use case does not apply when recognition is

not performed by a camera or other means.

*This use case does not apply when recognition is

not performed by a camera or other means.

*This use case does not apply when recognition is

not performed by a camera or other means.

data quality

design

2 Coverage for

distinguished

problem cases

Common 29 —
・Have you developed rules so that the quality of

data is kept constant?
—

・	 Consider keeping the data quality at a certain

level by establishing rules and points to consider

for photographing.

— — —

data quality

design

2 Coverage for

distinguished

problem cases

Common 30 —

・Did you consider the possibility of increasing

system complexity and uncertainty if the model

absorbs data quality fluctuations?

—

・ Blurred images may be included in training

dataset so that the model can make decisions for

such images as well. In such case, potential

increase in system complexity and uncertainty

should be put into consideration.

— — —



Annex “Perspectives in the Field of Plant Safety” Checklist for Internal Quality Assurance, Template for Reliability Records

Case: (Example) *Automatic reflection from the main template

Internal quality axis

Required

level of

internal

quality

Requirement

No.
Internal quality requirements Prediction of pipe wall thickness Pipeline diagnostic imaging Equipment deterioration diagnosis

Detection and diagnosis of early signs of

abnormality
Optimization of operation

Entry

Date
Reference materials and information

Situation of

use

Internal quality requirements in “Machine Learning Quality Management Guideline 1st edition”

Perspectives in the field of plant safety

Related “Use case-specific perspectives” (see Section 3.3 of the text)

Record of measures taken

(for development and implementation)

data quality

design

2 Coverage for

distinguished

problem cases

Common 31 —

・In the case of AI that learns data on the

characteristics (type, ingredients, etc.) of the

products produced at the plant, has the possibility

of collecting data covering the range of products

been considered?

—

*This use case does not apply when data on

product characteristics (type, contents, etc.) are

not utilized.

・ Consider whether the training data can be

collected for a range of component values for the

target product.

— —

data quality

design

2 Coverage for

distinguished

problem cases

Common 32 —

・When using simulator data, did you check

whether the simulator takes into account changes

in environmental factors?

— —

・ When using simulation data, check whether the

simulator takes into account changes in

environmental factors (e.g. high humidity to low

humidity).

・	When obtaining data sets by simulation, fully

verify the validity of the simulator.

・	 When obtaining data sets by simulation, fully

verify the validity of the simulator.

・	 When obtaining data sets by simulation, fully

verify the validity of the simulator.

data quality

design

2 Coverage for

distinguished

problem cases

Common 33 —

・Did you consider the possibility that trends in

data collection may change immediately after

maintenance?

— —

・The data immediately after a replacement of

parts may be "No deterioration." Note that the "No

deterioration" period depends on the specifications

of the parts and materials, but varies depending

on the usage environment (determine the period

of "No deterioration" by referring to the frequency

of past replacements, etc.).

・ When "running-in " is required immediately after

maintenance of the equipment, ensure that no

data are collected during that period.

— —



Annex “Perspectives in the Field of Plant Safety” Checklist for Internal Quality Assurance, Template for Reliability Records

Case: (Example) *Automatic reflection from the main template

Internal quality axis

Required

level of

internal

quality

Requirement

No.
Internal quality requirements Prediction of pipe wall thickness Pipeline diagnostic imaging Equipment deterioration diagnosis

Detection and diagnosis of early signs of

abnormality
Optimization of operation

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Lv1 34

Consider the source and method of acquiring test

datasets to ensure that no bias is found in

application situations.

・Did you extract "Application statuations" in the

plant field?

・	 "Application status" in this context refers to

the targeted piping and the frequency of

observations, the time axis of evaluation (e.g.

whether to make a real-time projection), and

others.

—

・	 "Application status" in this context refers to

the type and operation status (e.g.

constant/temporary, load change) of the target

equipment, and others.

・	 "Application status" in this context refers to

the severity of an abnormality to be detected and

the situation of use of an ML based system (e.g.

regular/temporary, daytime/night,

steady/unsteady).

・	 "Application status" in this context refers to

the situation of operation to be applied (e.g.

season, time of day, steady/unsteady,

startup/shutdown in case of unsteady), equipment

to be operated, and others.

(October 8, 2020)

・Extract the following data as the "Application

status."

　- Location: Tokyo Bay

　- Season: Used throughout the year

　- Weather: Used regardless of weather

　- Time of day: Used throughout the day

　- Used during steady operation

・As for the season, since there is little operation

data in winter, perform a simulation of low outside

temperature and add that data.

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Lv1 35

Extract samples without bias from original data for

each case to ensure that no bias is found.

・In the case of a framework that learns "normal"

and classifies and predicts "abnormal," did you

consider the difficulty of exhaustively covering

abnormal data as test data?

— — —

・ In this case, it is not mandatory to cover the

data of all casesof abnormality as training data.

On the other hand, exhaustive sample extraction in

normal domain is required.

—

(October 8, 2020)

・Add the data of the simulator to the process

data for three years.

・As for the season, since there is little operation

data in winter, perform a simulation of low outside

temperature and add that data.

(October 22, 2020)

・Performed a simulation of low outside

temperature and added that data. Stored the

history of the collected process data and

simulation data in "Data set history.xlsx."

(October 22, 2020)

Data set history.xlsx

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Lv1 36

Record activities carried out to prevent bias from

entering.
— — — — — —

(October 8, 2020)

・Interviewed on-site operators on parameters to

be used as a basis for judgment during operation.

Recorded the results of the interview in "Operator

interview.xlsx."

・The results of the interview show that the

outside temperature greatly influences the

judgment.

(October 8, 2020)

Operator interview.xlsx

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Lv1 37

Check that there are sufficient training data and

test data for each analyzed case in the training

phase, validation phase, and so on.

— — — — — —

(November 1, 2020)

・Reviewed training and verification data for each

case.

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Lv1 38

When sufficient training data cannot be acquired

for any case, review and loose the coverage

standards and record what should be checked

individually by system integration tests in line with

the original standards.

・When the amount of data in a specific range is

not sufficient, have you considered the possibility

that the classification and prediction accuracy of

that range could become low?

・ When the amount of data in a specific range is

not sufficient, recognize that the prediction

accuracy of that range could become low.

・	 When the amount of data in a specific range

is not sufficient, keep in mind that the prediction

accuracy of that range could become low.

・	 Recognize that if sufficient operation data for

a certain state cannot be obtained, the accuracy

of detecting deterioration deviating from that state

may be reduced.

・	 Recognize that if sufficient normal data for a

certain range cannot be obtained, the accuracy of

detecting abnormality within that range may be

reduced.

ー

(October 8, 2020)

・Concluded that, by adding simulation data,

sufficient data was secured for each case.

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Lv2 39

The following activities are carried out in addition

to those listed in Lv 1.
— — — — — — —

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Lv2 40

Grasp an approximate probability of occurrence

for each attribute value or each case.
— — — — — —

(October 8, 2020)

・Recorded the major attribute values and

patterns examined in "Sufficiency of data design"

in "Environmental factor and risk factor

analysis.xlsx."

・Analyzed the assumed probability of occurrence

for each attribute value and case. Recorded the

results of the analysis in "Attribute value and case

probability analysis.xlsx."

(October 8, 2020)

Attribute value and case probability

analysis.xlsx

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Lv2 41

Check if acquired data is not deviated from the

distribution.
— — — — — —

(November 1, 2020)

・Confirmed that the data in "Data set history.xlsx"

falls within the range assumed in "Attribute value

and case probability analysis.xlsx." Recorded the

results of the verification in "Data coverage

verification results.xlsx."

(November 1, 2020)

Data coverage verification results.xlsx

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Lv2 42

Positive check other than acquisition methods

should be made regarding the coverage of the

data included in each case.

— — — — — —

(November 1, 2020)

・Randomly selected a case and reviewed the

distribution of an attribute value not related to the

case. As a result, it was confirmed that there was

no bias of the attribute value in the data set.

Recorded the results of the verification in "Data

coverage verification results.xlsx."

(November 1, 2020)

Data coverage verification results.xlsx

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Lv2 43

For example, in each case, when there is any

attribute not included in that case, extract the

distribution related to attribute and check if there is

no significant bias.

— — — — — — *Take measures equivalent to those above.
*Materials equivalent to the abovementioned

reference materials

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Lv3 44

Acquire certain indicators for coverage of data

included in each case in addition to those listed in

Lv 2.

— — — — — —

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Lv3 45

For example, check if there is no correlation

between data other than attribute values included

in combinations of cases using feature extraction

or any other technique.

— — — — — —

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Lv3 46

Or consider an expected distribution of attributes

not included in each case, and analyze and record

differences.

— — — — — —

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Common 47 —

・Did plant engineers on site confirm whether the

source of the data set was correct?
— —

・ Personnel with expertise who can make

appropriate judgments confirm whether the labels

of detereoration are correct.

— —

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Common 48 —

・Did you consider the handling of data in an

unsteady state, such as when starting up a plant

system?

— — — — —

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Common 49 —

・Did you consider the need to cover a wide

range of data in an operating state because the

state of a chemical plant changes constantly?

— — — — —

Entry

Date
Reference materials and information

Situation of

use

Internal quality requirements in “Machine Learning Quality Management Guideline 1st edition ”

Perspectives in the field of plant safety

Related “Use case-specific perspectives” (see Section 3.3 of the text)

Record of measures taken

(for development and implementation)



Annex “Perspectives in the Field of Plant Safety” Checklist for Internal Quality Assurance, Template for Reliability Records

Case: (Example) *Automatic reflection from the main template

Internal quality axis

Required

level of

internal

quality

Requirement

No.
Internal quality requirements Prediction of pipe wall thickness Pipeline diagnostic imaging Equipment deterioration diagnosis

Detection and diagnosis of early signs of

abnormality
Optimization of operation

Entry

Date
Reference materials and information

Situation of

use

Internal quality requirements in “Machine Learning Quality Management Guideline 1st edition ”

Perspectives in the field of plant safety

Related “Use case-specific perspectives” (see Section 3.3 of the text)

Record of measures taken

(for development and implementation)

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Common 50 —

・When obtaining data by simulation, did you fully

examine the validity of the simulator?
— — — — —

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Common 51 —

・Does the data set incorporate the effect of

"disturbance" such as weather?
— — — —

・ Pay attention to whether the assumed data set

includes "disturbance" such as weather.

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Common 52 —

・Does the data set cover the data range of the

assumed attributes?

・	 Pay attention to whether the range of data of

assumed attributes, such as contents, flow rate,

material, flow velocity and pressure of piping, is

covered.

・	 Consider measures to deal with blurred input

images, such as image blurring due to the

surrounding environment (e.g. sunlight, time) or in

drone photography.

・	 Pay attention to whether the data range of

each attribute of environmental factors is covered.

— — —

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Common 53 —

・When dealing with data under normal

conditions, did personnel with expertise who can

make appropriate judgments confirm that the data

was actually under normal conditions?

— — —

・	 Personnel with expertise who can make

appropriate judgments confirm that the data under

normal conditions is actually data under such

conditions.

—

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Common 54 —

・When learning human operations, procedures,

etc., isn't the case setting biased?
—

*This use case does not apply when data related

to human operations and procedures are not

utilized.

— —

・	 When learning the operations of experienced

operators, make sure that the case setting is not

biased.

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Common 55 —

・Did you check the basic statistics (e.g.

percentage of missing values/outliers,

mean/variance/covariance) for the data?

— — — — —

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Common 56 —

・When human annotation is required, did you

consider measures for managing it (e.g. recording

the annotation history)?

— — — — —

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Common 57 —

・Did you specifically check the quality of the test

data set (e.g. there is no outlier or missing value,

the label is correct, the person who labelled is

clear, and the date, place, and history of

acquisition is clear) in areas that are specifically

related to safety, such as normal/abnormal

judgment?

— — — — —

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Common 58 —

・Did you fully examine the validity of rule-based

programming for data augmentation (e.g. creating

data in which image data is made to be line

symmetric to compensate for the lack of data)?

— — — — —

Data check
3 Coverage of

datasets
Common 59 —

・Did you evaluate the adequacy of the

augmented data? Did you evaluate whether the

development assumptions were appropriate for

the distribution and labeling of additional data

obtained during operation?

— — — — —



Annex “Perspectives in the Field of Plant Safety” Checklist for Internal Quality Assurance, Template for Reliability Records

Case: (Example) *Automatic reflection from the main template

Internal quality axis

Required

level of

internal

quality

Requirement

No.
Internal quality requirements Prediction of pipe wall thickness Pipeline diagnostic imaging Equipment deterioration diagnosis

Detection and diagnosis of early signs of

abnormality
Optimization of operation

Entry

Date
Reference materials and information

Situation of

use

Internal quality requirements in “Machine Learning Quality Management Guideline 1st edition ”

Perspectives in the field of plant safety

Related “Use case-specific perspectives” (see Section 3.3 of the text)

Record of measures taken

(for development and implementation)

Data check
4 Uniformity of

datasets
LvE1 60

(Same as the previous section "Coverage of

datasets" Lv1.)
— — — — — —

Data check
4 Uniformity of

datasets
LvE1 61

Consider the source and method of acquiring test

datasets to ensure that no bias is found in

application situations.

・Did you pay attention to the source and method

of obtaining data sets at the plant?
— — — — —

(October 8, 2020)

・For the test data set, randomly extracted one-

third of the data for the past three years of the

plant that introduced the system (along Tokyo

Bay), and created a data set with uniformity in

season, weather and time of day listed as

"Application status."

Data check
4 Uniformity of

datasets
LvE1 62

Extract samples without bias from original data for

each case to ensure that no bias is found.

・When there is a bias in the amount of measured

value data, did you consider using a simulator?
— — — — —

(October 8, 2020)

・Add the data of the simulator to the process

data for three years.

・As for the season, since there is little operation

data in winter, perform a simulation of low outside

temperature and add that data.

(October 22, 2020)

・Performed a simulation of low outside

temperature and added that data.

Data check
4 Uniformity of

datasets
LvE1 63

Record activities carried out to prevent bias from

entering.
— — — — — —

(October 8, 2020)

・Interviewed on-site operators on parameters to

be used as a basis for judgment during operation.

Recorded the results of the interview in "Operator

interview.xlsx."

・The results of the interview show that the

outside temperature greatly influences the

judgment. It was also found that the system is

operating throughout the year, but there is a lack

of winter operation data.

(October 8, 2020)

Operator interview.xlsx

Data check
4 Uniformity of

datasets
LvE1 64

Check that there are sufficient training data and

test data for each analyzed case in the training

phase, validation phase, and so on.

— — — — — —

(November 1, 2020)

・Reviewed training and verification data for each

case.

Data check
4 Uniformity of

datasets
LvE1 65

When sufficient training data cannot be acquired

for any case, review and loose the coverage

standards and record what should be checked

individually by system integration tests in line with

the original standards.

・When the amount of data in a specific range is

not sufficient, have you considered the possibility

that the classification and prediction accuracy of

that range could become low?

・	 When the amount of data in a specific range

is not sufficient, recognize that the prediction

accuracy of that range could become low.

・	 When the amount of data in a specific range

is not sufficient, keep in mind that the prediction

accuracy of that range could become low.

・	Recognize that if sufficient operation data for

a certain state cannot be obtained, the accuracy

of detecting deterioration deviating from that state

may be reduced.

・ Recognize that if sufficient normal data for a

certain range cannot be obtained, the accuracy of

detecting abnormality within that range may be

reduced.

ー

(October 8, 2020)

・Concluded that, by adding simulation data,

sufficient data was secured for each case.

Data check
4 Uniformity of

datasets
LvE2 66

Same as Lv 2 in “Coverage of datasets” in the

previous section.
— — — — — — —

Data check
4 Uniformity of

datasets
LvE2 67

The following activities are carried out in addition

to those listed in Lv 1.
— — — — — — —

Data check
4 Uniformity of

datasets
LvE2 68

Grasp an approximate probability of occurrence

for each attribute value or each case.
— — — — — —

(October 8, 2020)

・Recorded the major attribute values and

patterns examined in "Sufficiency of data design"

in "Environmental factor and risk factor

analysis.xlsx."

・Analyzed the assumed probability of occurrence

for each attribute value and case. Recorded the

results of the analysis in "Attribute value and case

probability analysis.xlsx."

(October 8, 2020)

Attribute value and case probability

analysis.xlsx

Data check
4 Uniformity of

datasets
LvE2 69

Check if acquired data is not deviated from the

distribution.
— — — — — —

(November 1, 2020)

・Confirmed that the data in "Data set history.xlsx"

falls within the range assumed in "Attribute value

and case probability analysis.xlsx." Recorded the

results of the verification in "Data coverage

verification results.xlsx."

(November 1, 2020)

Data coverage verification results.xlsx

Data check
4 Uniformity of

datasets
LvE2 70

Positive check other than acquisition methods

should be made regarding the coverage of the

data included in each case.

— — — — — —

(November 1, 2020)

・Randomly selected a case and reviewed the

distribution of an attribute value not related to the

case. As a result, it was confirmed that there was

no bias of the attribute value in the data set.

Recorded the results of the verification in "Data

coverage verification results.xlsx."

(November 1, 2020)

Data coverage verification results.xlsx

Data check
4 Uniformity of

datasets
LvE2 71

For example, in each case, when there is any

attribute not included in that case, extract the

distribution related to attribute and check if there is

no significant bias.

— — — — — — *Take measures equivalent to those above.
*Materials equivalent to the abovementioned

reference materials

Data check
4 Uniformity of

datasets
LvE2 72

However, assumed probabilities of occurrence are

compared with the whole sets of assumed events.
— — — — — — *Take measures equivalent to those above.

*Materials equivalent to the abovementioned

reference materials

Data check
4 Uniformity of

datasets
LvS1 73

Regarding the amount of data for each case

considered in L1 of the previous

section, explicitly check if there is a sufficient

amount of data for risk cases.

— — — — — —

Data check
4 Uniformity of

datasets
LvS1 74

When data of rare cases is insufficient for training,

comparing the amount of the whole sets of

training data with a probability of occurrence of

rare cases, consider focusing on learning of rare

cases. However, especially when Lv E2 is

required, with prioritized, the impact of reduced

training of other cases on whole system quality

should be considered.

— — — — — —

Data check
4 Uniformity of

datasets
LvS2 75

In addition to what is listed in Lv S1, estimate and

design in advance the amount of data of each

case, based on the estimated probability of

occurrence for each risk event / case.

— — — — — —

Data check
4 Uniformity of

datasets
Common 76 —

・Did plant engineers on site confirm that there

was no bias in the test data set for each case?
— — — — —



Annex “Perspectives in the Field of Plant Safety” Checklist for Internal Quality Assurance, Template for Reliability Records

Case: (Example) *Automatic reflection from the main template

Internal quality axis

Required

level of

internal

quality

Requirement

No.
Internal quality requirements Prediction of pipe wall thickness Pipeline diagnostic imaging Equipment deterioration diagnosis

Detection and diagnosis of early signs of

abnormality
Optimization of operation

Entry

Date
Reference materials and information

Situation of

use

Internal quality requirements in “Machine Learning Quality Management Guideline 1st edition ”

Perspectives in the field of plant safety

Related “Use case-specific perspectives” (see Section 3.3 of the text)

Record of measures taken

(for development and implementation)

Data check
4 Uniformity of

datasets
Common 77 —

・Did you consider the possibility that data

characteristics, including the frequency of data

generation, may change due to equipment

switching, maintenance, etc.?

— — — — —

Data check
4 Uniformity of

datasets
Common 78 —

・Did you pay attention to linking with the plant

operation data as the data collection interval could

be several months or years?

— — — — —

Data check
4 Uniformity of

datasets
Common 79 —

・Did you confirm that the data within the

assumed range was obtained without bias?

・	 Pay attention to ensure that the amount of

data for each range of data to be covered by the

abovementioned attributes is sufficient.

・	 Pay attention to ensure that the amount of

data for each range of data to be covered by the

abovementioned attributes is sufficient.

・ Obtain operation data in various states without

bias assumed as "No deterioration"

・	 Obtain data without bias in various ranges

(e.g. daytime/night, steady/unsteady, seasonal

differences) assumed as normal data.

—

Data check
4 Uniformity of

datasets
Common 80 —

・When the data has biases, have you assessed

selection bias, information bias, and confounding

problems and risks? Have you removed or

corrected outliers or missing values based on the

acceptance and elimination policy?

— — — — —



Annex “Perspectives in the Field of Plant Safety” Checklist for Internal Quality Assurance, Template for Reliability Records

Case: (Example) *Automatic reflection from the main template

Internal quality axis

Required

level of

internal

quality

Requirement

No.
Internal quality requirements Prediction of pipe wall thickness Pipeline diagnostic imaging Equipment deterioration diagnosis

Detection and diagnosis of early signs of

abnormality
Optimization of operation

Learning
5 Correctness of

the trained model
Lv1 81

Prepare a test dataset by taking into account the

coverage of data and the past experiences, e.g.,

obtained in the proof of concept (POC) stage.

— — — — — —

(October 8, 2020)

・From the verification results of the PoC phase,

conclude that the actual process data and

simulation data for three years are sufficient to

ensure accuracy.

Learning
5 Correctness of

the trained model
Lv1 82

Decide and explain how to ensure the quality of

the test dataset, such as excluding outliers and

modifying incorrect labels.

— — — — — —

(November 1, 2020)

・Check the data distribution in advance and

analyze the situation where a value ± 3σ has

occurred. If the results of the analysis do not

indicate a steady state of operation, exclude the

data. Record the excluded data in “Data set

history_Cleanse.xlsx.”

(November 1, 2020)

Data set history_Cleanse.xlsx

Learning
5 Correctness of

the trained model
Lv1 83

Prepare a training dataset in an analogous way to

the test dataset. Note that the training dataset

may not necessarily follow the same distribution

as the test dataset.

— — — — — —
(November 1, 2020)

・Take measures equivalent to those above.

Learning
5 Correctness of

the trained model
Lv1 84

Decide and record how to deal with the incorrect

behavior of a trained model (e.g., false

negative/false positive in the test) before the

validation phase.

・Did you consider the allowable level of

misjudgment based on the assumed use on site in

the field of plant safety?

— — —

・In this case, a certain amount of false detection

can be tolerated, but since the amount and types

of abnormal data that can be used for the test are

limited, it is preferable for false detection rate to

be as close to zero as possible.

・ In the case of "Assumption that no safety

function is required from the presentation of

operating parameters by ML components (when

operating parameters are presented that exceed

the assumed specifications of the equipment, they

are not reflected in the operation by external

safety mechanisms and operator judgment)," it is

not required to consider "Keeping the permissible

level of output of parameters leading to dangerous

operation as close to zero as possible." Based on

the SIL assessment, etc., determine the required

level for the ML components by appropriately

assigningthe safety functions to the ML

components and other systems.

(October 8, 2020)

・Analyze the current frequency of alerts from

interviews with on-site operators and records of

alerts. Set the tolerable percentage of

misjudgments to a level not exceeding the current

alert frequency.

Learning
5 Correctness of

the trained model
Lv1 85

If a machine learning component is required to

satisfy fairness, decide and record the methods

and criteria to evaluate fairness before the

validation phase.

・("Fairness" is outside the scope of the

Guidelines)
— — — — —

(October 8, 2020)

・Conclude that fairness is not required.

Learning
5 Correctness of

the trained model
Lv2 86 All the requirements listed in Lv 1. — — — — — — —

Learning
5 Correctness of

the trained model
Lv2 87

Provide certain evidence to show the correctness

of labels in the training, validation, and test

datasets.

— — — — — —

(November 1, 2020)

・In addition to measures taken in Lv1, ask the

field staff and the Plant System staff to judge the

operation condition and the handling of the value

for a place where outliers continue or a place with

distinctive features. Record the results of the

measures in “Data set history_Cleanse.xlsx.”

(November 1, 2020)

Data set history_Cleanse.xlsx

Learning
5 Correctness of

the trained model
Lv2 88

Decide and explain methods and criteria to

validate the trained model (e.g., accuracy and its

threshold) before the validation phase.

— — — — — —

(November 1, 2020)

・With regard to the criteria for accuracy, set the

abnormality detection rate at 70% or higher and

requirement for the level as best-effort. Check the

results of validation and testing, and judge

acceptance or rejection based on the opinions of

the field staff and the Plant System staff as

appropriate.

Learning
5 Correctness of

the trained model
Lv2 89

Test the trained model using the given test dataset

and additional test data (e.g., generated by data

augmentation techniques).

— — — — — —

(November 1, 2020)

・Concluded that, by adding simulation data,

sufficient data was secured for each case.

Learning
5 Correctness of

the trained model
Lv2 90

If possible, analyze internal information on the

trained model (e.g., the neuron coverage to

evaluate the adequacy of testing).

— — — — — —

(November 1, 2020)

・Get advice from the field staff and the Plant

System staff on data trends, check whether

"environmental factors," especially relationships

with outside temperature or sensor data noise, are

included, and manually eliminate obvious errors.

Record the results of the measures in “Data set

history_Cleanse.xlsx.”

(November 1, 2020)

Data set history_Cleanse.xlsx

Learning
5 Correctness of

the trained model
Lv3 91 All the requirements listed in Lv 2. — — — — — —

Learning
5 Correctness of

the trained model
Lv3 92

Perform the validation/testing of the whole system

(e.g., integration tests), especially by focusing on

risky cases.

— — — — — —

Learning
5 Correctness of

the trained model
Lv3 93

Reflect in the test plan the measures to be taken

for the requirements of ML components during

product-level testing, centering on the high-risk

cases in particular (considered in 2 Coverage for

distinguished problem cases), and monitor and

check the coverage thereof.

— — — — — —

Learning
5 Correctness of

the trained model
Common 94 —

・Have you agreed with the concerned parties

(e.g. plant operator, engineering company) on the

accuracy evaluation criteria for the model?

— — — — —

Learning
5 Correctness of

the trained model
Common 95 —

・Did you test the quality before the start of

operation even when using reinforcement

learning?

— — — —

・	 Even if reinforcement learning is used, meet

the requirements of "Correctness of the trained

model" by conducting tests before the start of

operation.

Learning
5 Correctness of

the trained model
Common 96 —

・Did you consider that the correct value that

should be given depends on the problem, such as

the label for identification problems and the value

for regression problems?

— — — — —

Entry

Date
Reference materials and information

Situation of

use

Internal quality requirements in “Machine Learning Quality Management Guideline 1st edition ”

Perspectives in the field of plant safety

Related “Use case-specific perspectives” (see Section 3.3 of the text)

Record of measures taken

(for development and implementation)



Annex “Perspectives in the Field of Plant Safety” Checklist for Internal Quality Assurance, Template for Reliability Records

Case: (Example) *Automatic reflection from the main template

Internal quality axis

Required

level of

internal

quality

Requirement

No.
Internal quality requirements Prediction of pipe wall thickness Pipeline diagnostic imaging Equipment deterioration diagnosis

Detection and diagnosis of early signs of

abnormality
Optimization of operation

Entry

Date
Reference materials and information

Situation of

use

Internal quality requirements in “Machine Learning Quality Management Guideline 1st edition ”

Perspectives in the field of plant safety

Related “Use case-specific perspectives” (see Section 3.3 of the text)

Record of measures taken

(for development and implementation)

Learning
5 Correctness of

the trained model
Common 97 —

・Are data for training and testing used for cross-

validation and generalization performance, etc.

and validation data separated and managed

independently? Are data for re-learning and

additional learning managed in the same manner?

— — — — —

Learning
5 Correctness of

the trained model
Common 98 —

・Have the accuracy and the residual error of loss

function sufficiently converged after learning?

Have the precision, recall, and F-measure

reached the target level?

— — — — —

Learning
5 Correctness of

the trained model
Common 99 —

・Aren’t the accuracy and the residual error of

loss function of the learning/re-learning process

showing abnormal changes?

— — — — —

Learning
5 Correctness of

the trained model
Common 100 —

・Have you clarified the basis for selecting the AI

algorithm and distillation or non-distillation, and the

basis for setting hyperparameters? Have you

explained and agreed on the rationale for

algorithm selection among users and vendors?

— — — — —

Learning
5 Correctness of

the trained model
Common 101 —

・Did you check the need to reduce the size of

the learning data set or learned models? At that

time, did you consider how much performance

deterioration would be tolerated?

— — — — —

Learning
6 Stability of the

trained model
Lv1 102

Record the concrete techniques applied to

improve the generalization

performance of a trained model (e.g., cross

validation and regularization are widely

used to prevent overfitting to the training data).

— — — — — —

(November 10, 2020)

・Performed cross-validation, and verified that

overlearning was prevented and the results were

stable. Recorded the verification results in "Cross

validation_20201110 .csv."

(November 10, 2020)

Cross validation_20201110 .csv

Learning
6 Stability of the

trained model
Lv1 103

In Lv1, it is recommended to apply techniques

such as cross-validation and regularization, which

are widely used to prevent overlearning.

— — — — — —

(November 10, 2020)

・Performed cross-validation, and verified that

overlearning was prevented and the results were

stable. Recorded the verification results in "Cross

validation_20201110 .csv."

(November 10, 2020)

Cross validation_20201110 .csv

Learning
6 Stability of the

trained model
Lv2 104

Record the evaluation results of stability by using

neighboring data.
— — — — — —

(November 10, 2020)

・Of the "application status," generated the

outside temperature (representative data of

seasonal attributes), which especially affects the

judgment of operation, from the near-field data of

the existing data range by the simulator, and

confirmed that the results were stable. Recorded

the evaluation results in "Near-field data

validation_20201110 .csv."

(November 10, 2020)

Near-field data validation_20201110 .csv

Learning
6 Stability of the

trained model
Lv2 105

In the evaluation of stability at Lv2, it is required to

use some synthetic data obtained by adding a

small amount of noise to the learning datasets. In

particular, it is recommended to apply techniques

to prevent attacks based on adversarial examples;

e.g., robustness evaluation using adversarial

examples, adversarial training to train a robust

model, and dynamic detection of adversarial

examples. Currently, these new methods are still

being studied and developed in academic

research, but might be applied to system

development more effectively in the future.

— — — — — —

(November 10, 2020)

・Of the "application status," generated the

outside temperature (representative data of

seasonal attributes), which especially affects the

judgment of operation, from the near-field data of

the existing data range by the simulator, and

confirmed that the results were stable. Recorded

the evaluation results in "Near-field data

validation_20201110 .csv."

(November 10, 2020)

Near-field data validation_20201110 .csv

Learning
6 Stability of the

trained model
Lv3 106

Provide formal guarantee to the stability for

neighboring data.
— — — — — —

Learning
6 Stability of the

trained model
Lv3 107

At Lv 3, it is required to formally guarantee a

certain level of stability for neighboring data. For

example, methods for certifying adversarial

robustness have been studied recently and might

be used in system development in the future.

— — — — — —

Learning
6 Stability of the

trained model
Common 108 —

・Did you consider the need to pay attention to

the stability of near-field data of learning data sets,

especially in chemical plants, due to the high

uncertainty of generated data?

— — — — —

Learning
6 Stability of the

trained model
Common 109 —

・Did you consider that paying attention to stability

is necessary for plants with new products added

frequently, as the data generated lies mostly near

the training dataset?

—

*This use case does not apply when data on

product characteristics (type, contents, etc.) are

not utilized.

— — —

Learning
6 Stability of the

trained model
Common 110 —

・Have you discussed and aligned on what

generalization performance measurements are

appropriate?

— — — — —

Learning
6 Stability of the

trained model
Common 111 —

・Have you clearly defined the target value of

generalization performance? Isn’t the

generalization performance of the AI model after

learning significantly deteriorated compared with

the accuracy during learning?

— — — — —

Learning
6 Stability of the

trained model
Common 112 —

・Have you decided how to measure

generalization performance? When using cross-

validation, do you secure a variation of the

learning data set to be used?

— — — — —

Learning
6 Stability of the

trained model
Common 113 —

・Do you identify noise candidates that affect AI?

Specifically, do you select error factors and

analyze their effects? Is there a case where noise

candidates cause a significant deterioration in the

performance of the AI model?

— — — — —



Annex “Perspectives in the Field of Plant Safety” Checklist for Internal Quality Assurance, Template for Reliability Records

Case: (Example) *Automatic reflection from the main template

Internal quality axis

Required

level of

internal

quality

Requirement

No.
Internal quality requirements Prediction of pipe wall thickness Pipeline diagnostic imaging Equipment deterioration diagnosis

Detection and diagnosis of early signs of

abnormality
Optimization of operation

Implementation

and operation

7 Reliability of

underlying

software systems

Lv1 114

Select reliable software used for the machine

learning system, and record the process of this

selection.

・When using a simulator, have you checked the

track record and recorded the selection process?
— — — — —

(October 8, 2020)

・Use a simulator this time. The simulator used

this time is widely used in other applications, and

we conclude that the results are satisfactory.

Implementation

and operation

7 Reliability of

underlying

software systems

Lv1 115
Monitor the system’s operation to check and

update the selected software.

・When using a simulator, is it possible to monitor

and correct defects?
— — — — —

(October 8, 2020)

・Attach an acquisition source label of real data

and simulation data to a data set. When we find

an error in the simulation data, it is possible to

verify its impact by replacing the simulation data

with correct data and re-learning.

Implementation

and operation

7 Reliability of

underlying

software systems

Lv1 116

Examine in advance the impact of differences

between the environment in the training/test

phases and the environment in the actual

operation phase.

— — — — — —

(October 8, 2020)

・Since actual data obtained in actual operation is

used, we conclude that there is little difference in

data derived from the environment.

Implementation

and operation

7 Reliability of

underlying

software systems

Lv2 117
Evaluate the reliability of the software used for the

system by testing.

・When using a simulator, have you self-

evaluated its reliability through inspections,

experiments, etc.?

— — — — —

(October 8, 2020)

・The simulator used this time is widely used in

other applications, and we conclude that the

results are satisfactory.

Implementation

and operation

7 Reliability of

underlying

software systems

Lv2 118
If possible, use software whose reliability is SIL 1

or equivalent.
— — — — — —

(October 8, 2020)

・Regarding the simulator used this time, of the

items described as equivalent to SIL1 in JIS C

0508-3, all "HR (Highly recommended)" items are

supported, and "R (Recommended)" items are

supported to the extent possible.

JIS C 0508-3 Functional safety of

electrical/electronic/programmable electronic

safety-related systems, Part 3: Software

requirements

Implementation

and operation

7 Reliability of

underlying

software systems

Lv2 119
Prepare for the maintenance of software during its

operation.

・When using a simulator, do you have a

maintenance system in place?
— — — — —

(October 8, 2020)

・During the operation period, establish a system

that provides consultation as necessary based on

output data monitoring by the field staff, periodic

monitoring of the entire system by the Quality

Assurance staff and support contracts of business

operators in charge of machine learning

development, and develop a system that enables

necessary maintenance measures as needed.

Implementation

and operation

7 Reliability of

underlying

software systems

Lv2 120

In the validation and test phases, conduct

validation tests in an environment that simulates

the environment used in the actual operation

phase. Alternatively, validate the consistency of

operations of the trained model between in the

test phase and the actual operation phase.

— — — — — —

(October 8, 2020)

・Since it is difficult to develop an environment

that reproduces the runtime environment, check

that the quality is within the tolerable range in

testing the entire system using an actual machine.

Implementation

and operation

7 Reliability of

underlying

software systems

Lv3 121
Check the quality of software for SIL 1 (or a higher

SIL level when required by the system).
— — — — — —

Implementation

and operation

7 Reliability of

underlying

software systems

Lv3 122

Perform testing or formal verification of the

behaviors of the trained model in an actual

environment.

— — — — — —

Implementation

and operation

7 Reliability of

underlying

software systems

Lv3 123

Check the consistency of those models and

operations in an actual environment in any stage

after integration tests.

— — — — — —

Implementation

and operation

7 Reliability of

underlying

software systems

Common 124 —

・Did you give consideration to keep the

computational effort of ML components at an

appropriate level for the following cases?

- When computational resources are limited due

to a special environment or device (when

calculating with an edge device, a special PC,

etc.)

- When other processes are running on the same

device and they cannot be affected, etc.

— — — — —

Implementation

and operation

7 Reliability of

underlying

software systems

Common 125 —

・When assessing the system, is unit testing

against external libraries or system testing

including external libraries performed?

— — — — —

Implementation

and operation

7 Reliability of

underlying

software systems

Common 126 —

・Have you agreed on the specific scope of

responsibility for defects with your library

suppliers?

— — — — —

Implementation

and operation

7 Reliability of

underlying

software systems

Common 127 —

・Do you use software considering the update

frequency and support period of various types of

software such as OS and OSS? Have you

decided what to do with software updates and

what to do when support ends?

— — — — —

Implementation

and operation

7 Reliability of

underlying

software systems

Common 128 —

・Do you update systems along with software

updates such as OS and OSS, especially when

security updates are available?

— — — — —

Entry

Date
Reference materials and informationSituation of use

Internal quality requirements in “Machine Learning Quality Management Guideline 1st edition ”

Perspectives in the field of plant safety

Related “Use case-specific perspectives” (see Section 3.3 of the text)

Record of measures taken

(for development and implementation)

Record of measures taken

(for operation)



Annex “Perspectives in the Field of Plant Safety” Checklist for Internal Quality Assurance, Template for Reliability Records

Case: (Example) *Automatic reflection from the main template

Internal quality axis

Required

level of

internal

quality

Requirement

No.
Internal quality requirements Prediction of pipe wall thickness Pipeline diagnostic imaging Equipment deterioration diagnosis

Detection and diagnosis of early signs of

abnormality
Optimization of operation

Entry

Date
Reference materials and informationSituation of use

Internal quality requirements in “Machine Learning Quality Management Guideline 1st edition ”

Perspectives in the field of plant safety

Related “Use case-specific perspectives” (see Section 3.3 of the text)

Record of measures taken

(for development and implementation)

Record of measures taken

(for operation)

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Lv1 129

Examine in advance how to respond to notable

system quality deterioration caused by changes in

external environment.

・Did you extract "Changes in the external

environment" in the plant field?

　-Plant repairs, aging, changes in operating

conditions, etc.

— — — — —

(October 8, 2020)

・"Changes in external environment" include aging

of plant equipment, changes in plant equipment,

and changes in the types of oil used.

・When the abovementioned "changes in external

environment" occur, the field staff shall carefully

check the system output, and if they confirm that

the quality has significantly deteriorated, the

following steps shall be taken.

　- Operate at the discretion of the field staff, not

based on system output

　- Report to the Environment and Safety staff

and the System Quality Assurance staff, and

consider measures to be taken

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Lv1 130

In the case where online learning is given,

examine in advance the impact of unexpected

quality deterioration and take measures from the

system side such as the limitation of operation

range if necessary.

— — — — — —

(October 8, 2020)

・Since additional learning is not conducted

online, the points to consider do not apply.

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Lv1 131

When additional learning is given off-line, quality

management in line with the previous seven

paragraph should be introduced.

— — — — — —

(October 9, 2020)

・In order to conduct additional learning offline,

refer to the actions taken at the time of

development regarding the seven axes so far and

review them as necessary.

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Lv2 132

Monitor system quality deterioration and

misjudgments by comparing with operation results

within the range permitted by system use. It is

necessary to sufficiently examine factors other

than product quality such as privacy at the time of

monitoring.

・Did you extract "Factors other than product

quality" in the plant field?

　- Degree of data disclosure from plant

operators to AI vendors, etc.

— — — — —

(October 8, 2020)

・"Factors other than product quality" include the

subjectivity of the field staff and the degree of data

disclosure to AI vendors.

・To deal with the issue of subjectivity of the field

staff impartially, evaluate the results of

confirmation by multiple staff and the results of

operation evaluation by the Plant staff.

・As for the degree of data disclosure to AI

vendors, share input data, operation results,

evaluation results, and verification results at the

time of development, and if there is any other

necessary information, determine the necessity of

sharing after consultation as appropriate.

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Lv2 133

When online learning is given, regularly monitor

additional learning results by any method. When

any deviation from the requirements for

performance is found as a result of monitoring, an

immediate handling should be taken.

— — — — — —

(October 8, 2020)

・Since additional learning is not conducted

online, the points to consider do not apply.

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Lv2 134

When additional learning is given off-line, conduct

“regression tests on quality deterioration” with test

datasets used in the system development stage to

check if the quality has been maintained prior to

updates. Update test datasets using

the same method used in the system

development stage where necessary.

— — — — — —

(October 8, 2020)

・Check the quality after updating the system and

reflect the update by using the data set used in

product development. When updating the system,

check the quality in the same process as the test

before operation, not just of the data set.

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Lv3 135

Make sure to establish measures for monitoring

system quality, including an operational system,

compatible to privacy.

— — — — — —

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Lv3 136

When online learning is given, before the results of

additional learning are reflected on systems,

implement a mechanism to check quality to some

extent within those systems so that updates are

suspended if it becomes impossible to ignore

unexpected quality deterioration. Make sure to

ensure measures for making updates and

modifications off-line.

— — — — — —

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Lv3 137

When additional learning is given off-line, the

quality should be managed using data collected

from operation, test datasets used for the initial

system building and test datasets updated on a

regular basis using the same method.

— — — — — —

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 138 —

・Do you have a system in place for re-learning

and accuracy re-verification of models to ensure

the Maintainability of qualities in use?

— — — — —

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 139 —

・Did you check with plant engineers on site

whether the quality monitoring system for

operation is appropriate?

— — — — —

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 140 —

・Did you pay attention to the possibility that the

characteristics of the generated data may change

due to maintenance, such as replacement or

adjustment of parts or modification of equipment?

— —

・ Note that when the type of the equipment is

replaced, it may be necessary to take measures

such as re-learning and switching of the learning

model.

— —

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 141 —

・Did you consider a monitoring system for

understanding changes in data characteristics?
— — — —

・	 Monitor the evaluation of optimum values on

a regular and continuous basis to check for

abnormalities.

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 142 —

・Did you confirm that re-learning and accuracy

re-verification of the model are necessary

because it is likely that the characteristics of the

generated data will change if the component

values of the product change?

—

*This use case does not apply when data on

product characteristics (type, contents, etc.) are

not utilized.

・ Ensure that quality is maintained when entering

product component values of changing product

component values.

— —

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 143 —

・Did you confirm that re-learning and accuracy

re-verification of the model are necessary when

the assumptions surrounding the equipment or

operating procedures change?

— —

・	 Check if there are any deviations from

assumptions such as environmental factors that

were assumed at the beginning, including not only

the target equipment itself but also surrounding

conditions.

・ Since changes in the external environment (e.g.

sunlight, wind direction) have a particularly large

impact on ML components in chemical plants, pay

attention to changes that affect the external

environment of the target equipment, even if they

are not changes of the equipment, such as

removal or modification of adjacent equipment.

・	 When a change is made to equipment or

operating procedures, update the model because

it will affect the output of ML components.

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 144 —

・Did you consider periodically verifying the

accuracy of data collected during operation?
—

・ Verify accuracy using an image photographed

during the operation phase. Record the results of

visual inspections performed upon AI's decision,

and compare these results to the results of

aforementioned verification. If the judgment

accuracy is low, perform a thorough check on

input image and model used in the verification.

— — —



Annex “Perspectives in the Field of Plant Safety” Checklist for Internal Quality Assurance, Template for Reliability Records

Case: (Example) *Automatic reflection from the main template

Internal quality axis

Required

level of

internal

quality

Requirement

No.
Internal quality requirements Prediction of pipe wall thickness Pipeline diagnostic imaging Equipment deterioration diagnosis

Detection and diagnosis of early signs of

abnormality
Optimization of operation

Entry

Date
Reference materials and informationSituation of use

Internal quality requirements in “Machine Learning Quality Management Guideline 1st edition ”

Perspectives in the field of plant safety

Related “Use case-specific perspectives” (see Section 3.3 of the text)

Record of measures taken

(for development and implementation)

Record of measures taken

(for operation)

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 145 —

・When aging is expected to progress quickly, did

you design the frequency of accuracy verification

and tuning of the learning model accordingly?

— — —

・	 Expect aging to progress depending on the

production load of the target equipment and

design the frequency of accuracy verification and

tuning of the learning model accordingly.

—

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 146 —

・Did you confirm that accuracy verification and

tuning of the learning model are necessary each

time when the target equipment is repaired on a

large scale (not aging)?

— — —

・	 Accuracy verification and tuning of the

learning model are necessary each time when the

target equipment is repaired on a large scale (not

aging).

—

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 147 —

・Did you check the accuracy, etc. of ML

components based on a comparison with the

results of conventional methods that do not rely on

machine learning or actual results?

・	 Based on the judgment of whether or not

replacement is necessary using the existing

method, the actual condition of piping at the time

of replacement, and others, verify the actual

accuracy and the presence of oversight.

— — — —

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 148 —

In particular, when accuracy needs to be

maintained, did you prepare for change

management after the start of operation by

organizing assumptions and training data when

constructing a model in advance?

・ As maintaining accuracy is vital in this case, it is

crucial to keep extensive records of background

information on model construction and types of

training data. Consult these records every time

changes are to be made after operation begins.

— — — —

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 149 —

Did you consider limiting the output range of ML

components as needed?
— — — —

・	 As stability may be impaired if operating

conditions are pursued to the limit with respect to

the optimization target, take measures such as

limiting the output range of ML components.

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 150 —

Did you check the assumptions (e.g. assumed

output range, equipment condition setting) to

check the quality during operation?

— — — —

・	 Confirm that the equipment is operated within

the expected interpolation range of the assumed

raw material (e.g. crude oil type).

・	 Confirm the output quality of ML components

by considering various conditions (e.g. initial

period of/end of reaction, operating conditions,

raw materials, quality requirements, allowable time

for startup and shutdown) of equipment under

operation.

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 151 —

・Do you have a system in place to record data

that can only be collected in actual operation? Did

you secure data for errors and diversity found

during operation?

— — — — —

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 152 —

・Do you identify any bias that is different from

when the operational data was introduced, and

analyze the background? Are the grounds and

measures for removing and correcting outliers and

missing values based on the acceptance and

elimination policy? Are you prepared to maintain

the system?

— — — — —

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 153 —

・Do you monitor the quality of input data, such as

monitoring whether the data to update the model

is out of the assumed data range?

— — — — —

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 154 —

・After the start of operation, do you extract

factors that affect performance and set

performance targets with margins? Does the

design allow humans or an AI system to judge the

detection of performance deterioration?

— — — — —

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 155 —

・Did you decide on a validation method that is

still applicable when the training dataset increases

in variation?

— — — — —

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 156 —

・As a result of re-learning due to changes in the

characteristics of the training data, addition of

output, etc., is the performance deterioration

before re-training acceptable?

— — — — —

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 157 —

・When updating the AI model automatically

rather than manually, can you fully check that

characteristic and performance changes of the

model are acceptable?

— — — — —

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 158 —

・For the data fed back to learning, is it possible

to prevent the inclusion of inappropriate data (e.g.

input data in operations obtained from a

population different from the learning data in

learning, outliers of input data) that can lead to

performance degradation? Or, is there a

mechanism to eliminate inappropriate data before

learning?

— — — — —

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 159 —

・Regarding the input data used for inference in

operation, is there a mechanism in place to

eliminate abnormality that can lead to an abnormal

behavior or inappropriate data (e.g. input data in

operation obtained from a population different

from the learning data in learning, outliers of input

data)?

— — — — —

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 160 —

・Did you consider a method of delivering a

model that has completed re-learning?
— — — — —

Implementation

and operation

8 Maintainability of

qualities in use
Common 161 —

・Do you have a mechanism in place to roll back

quickly when an abnormality occurs in a released

AI program?

— — — — —


